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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Amerkun higher education is facing a severe shortage of qual-
ified teachers at the same time that it is under pressure to
diversify its faculties. Colleges and universities must recruit
an estimated 335,000 new faculty to meet needs in the next
decade, and yet declining enrollments at the nation's graduate
institutions suggest thA ,nose with doctorates will he in short
supply. Qualified minorities will he even scarcer, since non-
whites remain underrepresented in both undergraduate and
graduate degree pr( igrams.

Are Women an Underutilized Resource for New
Faculty?
There exists, however, one underutilized minority group
which offers a potential solution to both problems. Women
constitute SO percent of undergraduate enrollments yet remain
bruadly underrepresented in tenured faculty pcisithms.

While the sutus and representation of women in academe
has improved since the 1960s resurgence of the women's
movement, women faculty remain underrepresented on most
campuses. Several recent studies (Justus, Freitag, and Parker
NW: University of Virginia 1988) found that women corn
prised about one fourth of the faculty but only about one
tenth of the tenured, full pnifessors, Furthermore, the aurition
rate among women in academe is higher and women who
stay take two to ten years longer lc w promotion than their
male counterparts. Increasing the numbers of female faculty
may he the best solution to the predicted teacher shortage;
however, we must first address the issues of higher attrition
and slower career mobility for women in higher education.

Gender Discrimination: Does It Still Exist?
When gender discrimination exists, it is often subtle and NI's

temic. Academia has long been dominated by men, and the
male persivctive in policy development, performance eva
luation, and interpersonal interactions generally prevails. Sul
dent evaluations indicate that women's classnxml perhir
mance is often evaluated more critically than men's. Researt h
by women or ;IN Wt mien is frequently undervalued lw
nule colleagues. Initial salary differentials between men and
women increase in favor of men as faculty progress through
the ranks. V'onlen take two tu ten years 1( inger than men to
achieve mini( un )i and tenure: wonlen's greater child care
respi imihilit ies may actl null fin- s(ime of (his di fferential. Lich

kvaliziwGemIer m hglvr ift



of these issues leads to a cumulative disadvantage for the
female professor. Women who earn doctorates are more likely
than men to desire an academic career but are not being hired
at equal rates; the cumulative disadvantage also results in
women leaving the profession in greater numbers than men.

Are There Differences in Scholarly Productivity
Between Men and Women?
There are those who suggeg that women are less capable,
less competitive, ur less productive than men and that these
characteristics account for the scarcity of women in higher
ranks. While the question of gender difference in scholarly
productivity is complex, the evidence suggegs that women
are as capable and as productive as men in the academic
arena. A recent study of highly productive scholars of both
sexes (Davis and Agin 1987) found that differences did exist
in the type of publication hut not in the quality or quantity
of work.

Few studies have examined the relationship between mar-
riage and scholarship or parenthood and scholarship. Results
of studies which did consider family issues were mixed. In
some cases marriage had no effect on women's scholarship,
and in other cases it had a positive effect. Parenthood seemed
to make scholarly activity more difficult for men and women.
No study was found which asked women how they felt about
the dioices they had made to moinuin their scholarly
pRkluctivity

How Do Women Manage the Conflicts Between Family
and Career?
Nearly one half of the women who stay in academe remain
either single or childless, which raises the question of how
work:family conflict.% influence the choices women make.
Vibmen who choose to have children are often pursuing
tenure during the peak of their childbearing years. Often,
colleagues and universities are not supportive of a woman's
choice to be both parent and profes.sor. A faculty career is
demanding; the average professor works 55 hours per week.
\Then child care and home responsibilities are added, a
woman can work 70 or more hours per week.

Conflicts arising from opposing career and family respon-
sibilities are no longer restricted to women in the workplace.
A growing number of men who chose to he highly involved



in childrearing are now entering the workforce and are expe-
riencing added stress. Additionally, men in dual career rela-
tionships can no longer expect the career and family support
offered by traditional wives. Interviews with men and women
Faculty reveal that both are experiencing stress in balancing
careers and families and are finding their universities largely
unresponsive.

What Can Unlveraides Do?
The climate of college and university campuses that has pre-
vented women from achieving their full potential must change
if higher education is to resolve issues of faculty diversity
and the impending shortage of qualified teachers. Formal
and informal policies which consider the needs of diverse
individuals, including the feminine perspective in expecta-
tions for faculty, must be broadly adopted and enforced. The
following are suggested steps:

I Address inequities in hiring, promotkm, tenure, and salar
ies of women faculty.

2. Conduct a family responsiveness evaluation of university
policies and practices to determine the level of support
available to parent.s and others in a caregiving role aid
to eliminate factors which add to work'family confl Lt.

3. Develop a recruitment and hiring policy which is respon
sive to dualcareer couples. A placement program for
faculty spouses is one optkm.

-4. Adopt a maternity policy which takes into account the
special role of faculty. It is difficult for a woman professor
to leave teaching if childbirth occurs in the middle of
the semester. Students need consistency in faculty expec-
tations of work and evaluation. The university should find
ways of making alternative assignments during the semes
ter of birth so that students do not have to adjust to a new
professor midterm. Additionally, deans and other faculty
must be made aware of maternity leave policies and sup
port the woman's right to a leave. Maternity leave must
be made viable for women faculty.

S. Adopt a family leave policy and encourage new parents
to take advantage of it. Neither in Aher law father should

Realizing Gender Equality in Higher Education



feel pressure not to use the allotted family leave. Allow
a minimum of three months and make it paid, if possible.
Maintain fringe benefits during the parental leave whether
or not it is paid. Make family leave available for the care
of a sick child, spouse, or elderly parent. Define family
Imudly to include all family configurations.

6. Allow new parents optimis to reduce their teaching load
or ct immittee assignments for the semester or year fol
lowing childbirth or adoption. Make similar options avail,
able for other types of family leave.

Stop the tenure dock for one year for the birth or adop.
lion of each child or for severe family crises. Stopping
the tenure clock should not be viewed in a negative
manner at the time of tenure review,

8. study the feasibility of providing on campus child care.
If universities are large enough, they should be able to
support a child care facility. Finding adequate child care
is a major onwern of parents. Leaving a piling child some
distance ill im work is stressful.

9. Recognize that employees have a life outside of the uni
versity by reducing the number of early morning. late
evening. and Saturday obligations.

Reex:Imine the teaching and research expectations for
all faculty. Perhaps it is unrealistic to expect bculty to
be effective teachers and researchers in light of the
changes in the family. Institutions might consider hiring
faculty members in either primary research positions or
primary teaching j-R Nit ions and evaluate them accordingly.

In academic work there is a high correlation between career
and life satisfaction. The university, more than other places
of employment, is highly influenced by life outside of wt
In additit in, universities are training gn Kinds for future leaders
and need to offer an effective model on how to balance family
and career. institutions must recognize that children are not
only an individual responsibility but are also a stx:ial respon
sibility. I 'niversities which seek creative st dud( ins to the
underrepresentat in of wl men in higher education and

I 'I



weer/family conflict will also solve the problem of recruiting
qualified faculty during a faculty shortage. More importantly,
they will he making a significant contribution to the devel
opment of a new social order which values the care and nut
luring of children and others and the role of caregiver.

MwItzing Gender Equalit.i. In nigher hluernuin l'n
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FOREWORD

The following facts help to illugrate the current realities of
the status of women in higher education faculty:

Women make up more than 50 percent of the under-
waduate enrollment.
Wfimen make up 25 percent of the entire faculty.
Women make up only 10 percent of the tenured full
professors.

Women take two to ten years longer for promotion than
men.

These dismal statistics indicate that whatever has so far been
done to help eliminate gender differences and promote
gender equality has not worked. It would seem logical, there
fore, that new approaches need to be examined.

The missing link in the logic used to close the gender gap
is the acknowledgment that, while men and women are no
different intellectually, some maior social and family differ-
ences continue to affect women's chances of success in the
academy. In duarcareer families, for example, it is the woman
who most often must sacrifice her career for the benefit of
the family, and it is the woman who hears more of the respon
sibility and the resulting distractions of child hearing and
rearing. Such differences must be considered in establishing
policies for the creation ofa more equitable environment.

Nancy Hensel, chair of the Education Department and Air.
!native action officer at the l'niversity of Redlands, brings
these differences to light in this report. She shows how chang-
ing the current climate on college and university campuses
can resolve gender inequalities, solve the impending shortage
of faculty, at-d improve diversity among faculty. Dr. Hensel
examines the higher attrition and slower career mobility for
women in higher education, gender differences in scholarly
productivity, and family 'career conflicts for both men and
women. Sh t. then offers a valuable discussion of the steps
progressive universities can take toward true equality.

Gender inequalities are with us. They will not go away until
more imaginative methods are used that take into account
the realities of life. This report provides a blueprint to help
insti(Utions become better grounded and more effective in
their approach to resolving gender conflicts.

Jonathan D. Fife
Series Editor, Professor, and
Direct()r, ERIC Clearingh( nise on Itigher Education

Realizing Gender EnInditr in I Ober Mutation
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THE NEED FOR FACULTY IN THE YEAR 2000

American education is facing a severe shortage of qualified
teachers at the same time that it is under pressure to diversify
Os faculties. Colleges and universities must recruit an esti-
mated 335,000 new faculty to meet needs in the next decade,
and yet declining enrollments at the nation's graduate insti-
tutions suggest those with doctorates will be in short supply.
Qualified minorities will he even scarcer, since nonwhites
remain underrepresented in both undergraduate and graduate
degree programs. There exists, however, one underutilized
minority group which offers a potential solution to both prob-
lems. Women make up 50 percent of undergraduate enrol
lments yet remain broadly underrepresented in tenured fac-
uky positions. Increasing the number of female faculty may
he the best solution to the predicted teacher shortage; h6w-
ever, we must first identify the reasons for women's underre-
presentation in the professorate.

The Retiring Professorate
Although warnings about the impending shortage of profes-
sors have been making headlines in academic sources for sev
eral years (D'Armo 1990; Er Khawas, Marchese, Fryer, and Cot-.
rigan 1990; Mooney 1990h ), there is still a lack of clarity about
exactly how serious the shortage will be. A 1987 study by Loz-
ter and Dooris (Blum 1990d / predicted that there would be
a SO percent increase in the number of faculty retiring by the
year 2002. Higher education experienced an unprecedented
increase in enrollments in the 1960s when the postwar babies
came of age.

In addition to a college-age population increase, parental
prosperity and hopes for a better future allowed more young
people to obtain a postsecondary education. As a result, col
kges and universities hired more faculty within a short time
than had ever been previously hired in a comparable period.
'the massive hiring skewed the age distribution of the faculty.
and now. when many of these faculty are nearing retirement,
educational institutions are facing higher than normal replace
menu rates.

While the average college professor is a 4." year old white
mak. with tenure, about 25 percent of the professorate is 55
years or older and another percent is between 45 and 54
years of age ( Russell et al. 1988). Thet,t. are the profess( ws
Ihrzier and IX Kids included in their prediction tic a 50 percent
increase in retirements by the year 2((N.),

1111111111111
Incleasing the
number of
femak faadV
may be the
best sohstion
to the
predicted
teacher
shortage . .
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An end to mandatory retirement
In 1986 federal legislation was passed which eliminated man

dat(ny refirement age for most employees; mandatory retire

ment for professors ends in 1994. A recent study by the TIAN

CREF retirement system found that 76 percent of its policy

holders will not change their minds about the age at which

they would like to retire because of the new legislation. Most

reported that they still plan to retire at about age 66, and

Anis( one third of those respt )flding to the survey said that

they would seriously consider early retirement if an attractive

package were offered. Whether faculty decide to retire at age

(i() or teach for a few years longer will depend on the per
Leived adequaLy of their retirement income, their health, and

their satisfaction with their work (Gray Iva).

Planving ahead. The Cons( mium (in Financing Higher Edu

cation (COFHE), based on a study of member institutions,
predicted that natural tunuwer or retirement will he minimal

tuuil the 'ear 2(XX). Private universities, which have a more

unequal faculty distribution, may face a retirement peak as

early as 199.4 (COFIIE 19871. The California postsecondary
system has begun to plan for an impending faculty shortage.

Planning studies indicate that the I 'niversity of California sys

tem will need 10 hire 10,200 new faculty by 2(X15; 70 percent

to replace retiring professors and 30 percent to accommodate

expected grmill, San Francisco state I 'niversity, for example,

expects to replace 51 percent of its faculty by 2(103 because

of retirements ( El Khawas et al, 199)1.

in 1990 Inzier and Dooris replicated their earlier study and

modified their predictions about faculty retirements. Based

t HI a study of 101 institutions, IA vier and 1)( x Iris now believe

that faculty retirements will increase by only 25 to .10 percent

in the next 10 years (as cited in Blum 1990d).

Ht iwen and Sosa ( 1989 ctimpleted a comprehensive study

of faculty replacement and new tkx-torates in the arts and

sciences. ey do not completely agree with the findings of

IA wier and Dooris and others. Bowen and Sosa suggem that,

while there will be many retirements in the next 25 years, the

rate of retirements will be relatively flat IA x iking at the 25

year period in 5 year increments, Bowen and Sosa predict that,

by 1992, 19.3 percent of the present faculty will be wine.

Currently, I nited States institutit His empkiy 489,164 faculty;

using lit M'en's and Sosas estimates, lw 1992 all( itit 93.000 will

29



need to be replaced. Replacement rates during the next four
5.year periods range film) a high of 17.1 percent between
1992 and 1997 to a low of 14 percent between 2007 and 2012,
or between 83,0(X) and 68,(XX) faculty. Bowen and Sosa's anal
ysis includes retirements as well as deaths and people quitting
the pn Wessit )n.

An Impending Faculty Shortage
Accuracy in predicting the extent of the hiring crisis may be
lacking, but institutions are already reporting the early signs
of a faculty shortage. I ligher education administrators are
reporting trends such as the following:

I. Difficulty in recruiting in "hard to hire" areas such as busi
ness and engineering:

2. Increased competition to hire top.ranked faculty;
3. Increased raiding of minority faculty and "star" faculty;

and
A need to devel( )p more attractive recruitment packages
which include assistance for spt nisal empfi 'mem ( N1( x
ney 199)a).

El Khawas et al. ( 1990) suggest that universities will fitce
a financial cninch as they pay higher salaries in an attempt
to compete fi)r top scholars in a tight market. Such strategies
might also increase di,sat isbction among existing faculty or
encourage their flight to other institutions in search of higher
salaries. Julius Zelmanowitz. associate vice chancelor at the
l'niversity of (al itiWnia at Santa Barbara ( NI( xmey 1990a),
reports that only OS percent of the top-ranked applicants
accepted offers this year, which is Lit )wn from 75 t40 percent
limr years ago. since Santa Barbara is an attractive as well as
prestigious institution, it may be assumed that more top can
didates are receiving multiple joh offers from umparable
institutions. The California State l'niversity sTstem is able to
hire only between ,40 and 60 percent of its first choice appli
cants ( Ins Angeles Times 1990 ).

Supply and Demand
Bowen and Sosa ( 1989 ) predict that the balance between sup
ply and demand will tip markedly to the demand side
between 199 and 2002 when there will be only four can
didates for every five ()pen positions. The supply demand
ratio between 19-' and 19),I. was 1.6 applicants t() every pl)si

kealcung Gender rqualio. in nigher Edut
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lion. The ratio in arts and sciences will drop to between 0.79
and 0.84 over the next 25 years unless there is an increase
in new doctorates.

New Doctorates
A study by the National Science Board, reported on in January
1990, projected a decline of over 1,500 doctorates in natural
science and engineering (IYArmo 1990). Three months later,
The Cbromde of Higher Education reported an increase in
applications to doctoral programs of 2-2.5 percent (Blum
1990c). While the number of Ph.D.s awarded over the past
15 years has remained relatively stable, fewer graduates are
choosing academic careers. The number of Ameri, ln students
receiving Ph.D.s has declined by about 8 percent in the 10-
year period between 1978 and 1988, and the number of
degrees awarded to minority students has declined by 22 per
cent in the same period. The stability in doctorate degrees
awarded is attributed to an increase in foreign students, most
of whom return home after degree completion (Mooney
1990b). In 1987 about one-fourth of all doctorates in the
ted States ( 5,(S00 candidates) were earned by non-tLS. res
idents, compared with 600 nonresident candidates in 1958
(Bowen and Sosa 1989).

A depressed market
Doctoral recipients faced a depressed academic job market
for many years. The influx of new faculty in the 1960s
occurred shortly before there was a decline in college-age
students. The gradual decline in traditional-age students is
not expected to reverse itself until 1994. Stories of people with
doctorates in philosophy or history driving taxicabs atxmnd.
Indeed, there was a period where it could take a recipient
of a new doctorate in certain fields several years to find an
academic position. Many simply gave up and changed to other
professions.

As potential graduate students became aware of the lack
of faculty positions, many either did not begin graduate stu
dies or did not complete their programs. Bowen and Sosa
( 1989) predict a further decline in the number of U.S. res
ideas pursuing doctoral studies until 1992. In addition to the
decline in actual numbers of U.S. resident doctoral students,
there is also a trend for new doctorates to seek employment
outside of academe. Industry, public schools, government,



and other nonacademic sectors are employing larger numbers
of doctorates. Bowen and Sosa (1989) report that the percent
age of arts and science doctorates employed in universities
and colleges declined between 19-7 and 1987 in every field
except earth sciences.

There is little likelihood that doctoral enrollments will sig
nificantly increase unless there are changes in the perceived
incentives of an academic career. Militating against attracting
new people to the profession are the decline in salaries in
actual dollars, the increased cost of graduate study, and the
increased length of graduate study.

New Women Doctorates
While chictoral enrollnients merall have been declining, the
number of women e3ming doctoral degrees has steadily
increased since die beginning of the modern feminist move
ment. In 1965 there were only 1,759 doctorates awarded to
women; however, by 1988 there were 11,790, or an increase
from 10.8 percent to 35.8 percent of the total number of doe
(orates. Since 19'3 doctorates awarded to men have decreased
(National Research Council 1989 ). About 10 percent more
women than men who receive doctorate degrees plan to seek
employment in higher education (Chamberlain 1988). While
women seem niore interested in professorial careers and their
numbers with advanced degrees are increasing, they are not
being hired at a proportionate rate. There has been only a
slight increase in the labor force participation of women th
(orates in 1- igher education (Heath and Tuckman 1989 ).

Part-tIme Faculty
Institutions are hiring an increased number of parttime fac
ulty (Maitland 1990), and many of these are women. Nearly
40 percent of the faculty employed at accredited institutions
are working as part time regular, full time temporary, or part
time temporary faculty (Russell. Cox, and Williamson 1988).
Most of the partime faculty are women. In a majority of fields
the growth of female parttime faculty exceeded the growth
of female doctorates. lieath and Tuckman attribute this trend
to the desire of women to work only on a part-time basis.

Abel (198-4) reports that women are more likely than men
to be hired in non-career ladder and part-time positions. Part
time employees receive no fringe benefits, have no job sect,-
rity, and are paid proportic )(lately less than full-time faculty.

keahzing Gouler Equality in liikher Education
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Some part time faculty, more women than men, are expeded
to partkipate in department meetings, advise students, and

serve on committees. This may be because more women than

men rely on part time faculty positk ins as their sok emphiy
ment. Men are more likely to have other full.time positions
and, therefore, would not be expected to participate in uni-
versity life beyond waching their :mimed classes.

Often the investment of otherwise unemployed pan time
faculty in the institution is considerable. Women in part time
or non career ladder positions are possible remits to address

the coming shortage of faculty. If Heath and Tuckrnan's
assumptions are true about the desirability of part time
employment, institutions must examine what women perceive
as the barriers to full time employment or the incentives
needed to encourage full time emploment.

Faculty Diversity
colleges and universities are under intense pressure to
increase tlw diversity of the faculty. Minority enrollment in
undergraduate and graduate education has declined since
the height of the civil rights movement. The minority pop
ulation of the I 'nited States, however, is increasing. To stop
the further creation of a minority underclass, minority stu
dents must pursue rxistsecondary educatkin.

Hut adjustment of minority women students to the aca
demic environment can be difficult. Many minority student.,
will be the first generation in their family to attend college.
A significant number of capable minority students will arrive
on campus underprepared by their home and educational
background to meet the challenges of a university education
( Rose 1989 ). Women minority students may be breaking with
the traditional gender nAes of their family and culture to
obtain an education.

flow welcome are minorities on campus?
In the last two years the number of racial incidents on cant
puses has increased. Minority students do not find predom-
inately white campuses particularly welcoming places. Minor
ity faculty can play a strong role in creating more positive
campus climates for minority students as well as providing
positive examples of minority achievement for all student,
( Lyons l990), NXbrrien and minority women faculty are espe
cially valuable role mtxlels for female minority students who

6



are challenging traditional role expectations.
Mint wily faculty, %Own they are few in numbers, can

become isolated and experience difficulty in obtaining pro
motions and tenure. Campuses must hire a critical mas.s of
minority faculty if significant changes on college campuses
are to be realized (XItshington and liarvey 1989). Minority
wromcii. except black women, et mtinue to lag behind mint wily
men in receiving doctorate degrees (National Research Com
cil 1989). Both racism and sexism confront minority women
on campus ( (',raves 1990). vhich may account for even less
representation of minority women than minority men on uni
versity faculties ( American ( ouncil on Fducati n 1988).

Affirmative action on campus
Affirmative Ali( )11 prmigrams were designed u) increase the
representatimm of minm wines and women. The failure to
employ significant numbers of minority faculty is often
blamed on a nearly empty pipvline, yet Vashington and Har
vev ( 1989) assert that even the few minorities receiving dui.-

mrates are mg being hired in pn p rth on tc) their numbers.
Ximmen students, whm ) typically are half of the student ix Kly.
make up (nily AN nit one I( nirth of the faculty on most cam
puses. Thus. women are not being hired in proportion to their
numbers either. "I'be hiring of new faculty is tradititmally han
dled hy senicnr faculty, who are frequently white nules. Selec
tion praetkvs for new. faculty haw mit changed very much
to reflect the admmption of affirmative actim mu pm dicies. and lac
ulty often subtly resist atfirmatiVe hiring ( Washingu ni and liar
yey 1989).

An Opportunity for Change
Hy 2012 tmly Ann 80.000 of the i149,16-4 faculty currently
emph)yed on col lege campuses will renuin. I hiring (Ms 22
year period, institutions have an opportunity to change the
comp( min Hi ( 4 (he IAA* It) reflect the changing r ks of

ill 5( (Ciely allti I ht. increase m if mini wines in our pmip
ulation. Educational pt.( mgrams will benefit from the different
perspectives and research questions these individuals will
bring to higher educatnni. students will benefit In min a broad
ening of their views and an LW( Mire to different Ways (
thinking, and um different idm,a), and questions.

I() take advantage ol this wind( n. of opportunity, institu
(ions must Assess the campus climate in terms of diversity and
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examine the reasons why certain groups are underrepresented
on the faculty. The questions concerning women's underre
presentation are different from those concerning minority
underrepresentation, even though there are similarities in
their experiences. Women are attending college in equal
numbers to men hut are not pursuing graduate degrees in
equal numbers and thase who pursue graduate degrees are
not being hired in equal numbers. Answering the question
about women's underrepresentation on the faculty can help
to address the coming faculty shortage. More importantly, it
can improve the campus environment by questioning tradi
Ilonal assumpfions and ways of doing business.

Or



GENDER DISCRIMINATION

The myth of equality in h(gber education is just that, a myth
(Sandler 1981).

Is Sandler's statement merely part of the rhetoric of gender
politics or is she making an evaluation based on facts about
the status of women on American cianpuses? If we look at
the statistics for student enrollment, we might assume that
parity has been reached. In the last 20 years, there has been
rapid growth in the participation of women in higher edu-
cation (Chamberlain 1988). The admissions offices of most
colleges and universities strive for a 50/50 balance of women
and men students and usually achieve it within 1 or 2 per-
centage points.

In graduate education, t(x), we have seen enormous strides
in the participation of women students. By the mid-1980s,
women were earning nearly 50 percent of the master's
degrees and about 35 percent of the doctoral degrees granted
in the United States (Chamberlain 1988). At the University
of Virginia, for example, in 1986 the student body was 51 per-
cent female at the undergraduate level, 46 percent female at
the gaduate level, and 32 percent female in the professional
programs (University of Virginia 1988)-

Does Gender Discrimination Exist in Hiring?
The enrollment figures have not translated into university fac-
uhy positions for won" en, however. The sciences, a field tra-
ditionally thought of as male dominated, is a good example
of what is happening in the educational pipeline. In 1984,
1,000 more women than men earned biological science
degrees; 93,000 degrees were awarded to men and 94,000
were awarded to women. Men and women were somewhat
close to parity at the master's level, with 22,000 men earning
master's degrees compared te 17,000 women (Koshland
1988).

At the doctoral level in life sciences, women earned about
50 percent of the doctorates hut represented only 36 percent
of those newly hired (Vetter and Bahco 1987). In chemistry,
however, the numbers are ignificantly different, with wonien
earning only 10 percent of the 4.1( )(locate degrees and that 10
percent translating to ',illy 4 percent of the new hires for that
year (Koshland 1988).

During the 1970s, in we women earned doctorates than pre
viously. They held prominent positions in the American His

Realizing Gender Er/utility in //VATEducation
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tory Association and were hired more frequently as profes
sional historians. They were not as easily hired for full-time
facuhy positions although one out of every six women was
employed as a part-time history professor, compared to one
in twenty men (Winkler 1981).

In some broad fields biosciences, behavioral sciences
and humanities the doctoral completion rate is nearly
equal for men and women (Chamberlain 1988). The hiring
rate, however, still does not reach parity. In 1985 the unem
ployment raze for doctorates in all fields was 0.8 percent, hut
for women, at 1.8 percent, it was more than twice the overall
unemployment rate (Vetter and Bahco 1987).

Reskin 1980) studied the professional life chances of
women chemists who had received doctorates between 1955
and 1961. While Reskin found no difference in the quality
of undergraduate training nor in the prestige of doctoral insti
tutions attended, she found that women were more often
hired into lower ranks as research associates, lecturers, and
instructors while the men were more likely to be hired into
tenure track positions. In 1979 the Committee on the Edu
cation and Employment of Women in Science and Engineer
ing found that women were less likely to be hired into tenure
track positions. Marital status was also a factor; married
women were kast likely to hold tenure track positions.

Status of Women Faculty
Several universities have recently completed studies of the
status of women on their campuses. Nationwide, in 1988, men
made up 73 percent and women r percent of the faculty
RusstAl et al. 1988). Ten years ear!ier women comprised

abou« one kmrth of the « 4a1 faculty (Young 1978), which
means that the proportion of wemen has increased by only
2 percent. A small annual increase in the proportion of
wonien faculty in doctoral granting institutions has been
observed over a 10 year period. In 1970 71 women repres.
ented 14.7 percent of the faculty, and in 1980 81 their pro-

wtion had increased to 18.8 iwrcent an increase of .4 per
cent at a time when affirmative action hiring was in place
(Ilyer 1985).

During approximately the same perk kl, the number of doc
tonne degrees awarded nearly doubled for women while it
declined fin- men (Weis 1985). While vvonwit are earning sig
nificantly num.' dticuwates in traditionally female dominated
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fields, some of the increase in doctorates also has been in
traditionally male-dominated fields.

A 24-year employment analysis of women fitculty at the Uni-
versity of Minnesota showed little improvement in their pres-
ence or status between 1956 and 1980. In fact. at Minnesota
institutions, there was a decline in the percentage of women
holding higher ranks (Steddein and Lorenz 1986). At the Uni-
versity of Virginia (1988), women :rude up 185 percent of
all fun-time faculty in 1979 and 22 percent in 198S. Justus et
al. (1987) found that women made up about 27 percent of
the assistant professors but only about 10 percent of the full
professors in the institutions surveyed.

TheJustus study also concluded that women are concen-
trated in lower level positions, in two- and four-year colleges
rather than in major research universities. Although there are
more women in four-year colleges even in such institutions,
they have not achieved parity. At the University of Redlands,
a small comprehensive liberal arts university, women make
up only about 25 percent of the total faculty and there are
still some departments without a single woman professor.
The Comlinating Committee on the Status of Women at
Berkeley found that in 1989 only 15 percent of its full.time
tenure track faculty were women but over half of the tem-
porary lecturers were women. The University of California.
Berkeley, has a permanent faculty of 1,651. Of the 241 women
in this group. only 25 are minority women.

Costs of gender diwrinsination
Gender discrimination exists on American campuses, and it
is very costly. It is costly in a personal sense for those women
who successfully completed doitoral degrees only to fir,..1 that
they could not secure employment in their chosen field. It
is costly to student.s who cannot avail themselves of the pers
pectives represented by the women who were not hired. It
is costly for the facuky women already hired, because they
remain in a minority position, with all the psychological
stresses that can be attributed to underrepresentation. Finally,
it is costly to institutions who bear the expense of discrim-
ination law suits, which have been estimated to be in the
hundreds of millions of dollars (Robbins and Kahn 1985).

Retention, Promotion, and Tenure
At the current rate of increase, it will take women 90 years

to achieve equal representation to men on American cam

At the current
rate of
inavase, it will
take women
90 yeAts to
acbieve equal
reprmentation
to men on
American
campuse s. . .
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puses, and not until the year 2149 will 50 percent of the full
professors be women (Alpert 1989). This is despite the fact

that between 1975 lind 1987 there was a 78 percent increase
in the number of female full professors. While an increase
of 78 percent seems large, it is brased on a very small number
of women facuky. In 1975 only 2 percent of the faculty were
women full professors; in 1987 it advanced to 3 percent, while
male full professors made up 38 percent of the whole faculty.

The University of Virgina (1988) reported that women
represented 18 percent of the total faculty, but only 8 percent
were tenured. Justus, Freitag, and Parker (1987) compared
the number of women faculty employed by 15 research uni-
versities with Berkeley's figures. They found that the percent-
age of women employed as assistant professors ranged from

j high of 35 percent to a low of 17.4 percent. At the full pro-
fessor level, the range was from 14 percent to 4.3 percent.
Since Justus et al. used 1986 Equal Opportunity repotting fig
tires, one could argue that women are being hired into pro-
fessorships and that, when they are ready to he considered
for promotion, their representation at the full professor level

will increase.
A review of hiring rates for women faculty between 1972

and 1985 indicates that women are moving toward parity at
the assistant professor level. In 1984-85, 375 percent of the
assistant professors were women.

Is there a revolving door policy?
Comparable advances over time at the full professor level,
however, are difficult to determine. Chamberlain (1988) said
that higher education operates by the revolving door theory
when it comes to hiring women. Women are hired as assistant
professors, but they are not making it into the higher ranks.
In a comparison of tenure rates for men and women at the
University of Maryland, College Park, however, the rates were
nearly equal for the classes of 1973 and 1977, and promotion
rates were similar to tenure rates (Ochsner, Brown, and Mar-

kevich 1985).
What Ochsner et al. also found was that the promotion rate

and tenure rates overall were declining. The reason for the
overall decline in tenure rates was not known, but they spec-
ulate that the decline may contribute to the perception on
campus that it is more difficult for women to achieve tenure
than men.

12



At the University of Tennessee, Chattanooga, faculty women
were surveyed (Reid 1987) to determine their perceptions
of discrimination. One-third of the faculty women felt there
was discrimination in promotion decisions, and one-fourth
felt there was discrimination in tenure decisions. Since men
hold a greater proportion of the positions, when a woman
is denied promotion or tenure, that denial is magnified to
create the impression that women are more often denied than
men. In addition, since numerimlly women are a small per-
cenuge of the faculty, even with equality in tenure and pro-
motion rates, it still will take years to reach parity at the full
professor level.

Wbat studies sbow
A survey of 12 liberal arts colleges in the Great lakes region
found that men were hired in proportionately greater
numbers than women over a fiveyear period and that the
number of women who did not return was greater than that
for men. While the study suggested that tenure rates were
about equal for men and women, if the women Faculty left
before tenure in greater numbers and male hiring out-
proportioned female hiring, then there would be a signifi-
candy smaller group of women eligible for tenure (Blackburn
and Wylie 1985).

At doctorate.granting institutions, Hyer (1985) found a 13
percent increase in the hiring of women assistant professors
over a ten-year period, a 5.2 perceia increase at the associate
level, and a 0.6 percent increase at the full professor level.
The lower percentage of increases at the full and associate
professor levels can be attributed in part to the slower pro-
motion rates for women faculty (Astin and Bayer 1972; Forrest,
Hotelling, and Kuk 1984; Zuckerman 1987).

In history departments, Winkler (1981) reported that, of
the new doctorates hired between 1970 and 1974, about one-
third of the men had achieved full professorships by 1980,
compared to only one.eighth of the women. Matching men
and women fir years of experience, educational background,
and academic discipline, women were still less likely than
men to advance in academic rank (Etaugh 1986). Astin and
Bayer (1972) found that, even when women obtained their
doctorates from prestigious universities and were highly pro-
ductive, they were still promoted more slowly than men.
Women tend to take two to ten years longer than their male
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colleagues to achieve promotion (Forrest, How !ling, and Kuk
1984).

In studying promotion rates fin- assistant professor appoini
nwnts at Berkeley over a 10.year period, the Coordinating
Committee for the Status of Women found little difference
in the promotion rate for men and women in the first six
years. from I974 to 1980. In the remaining four years, how-
ever, there wa.s a greater difference, with 46 percent of the
men being promoted and only 32 percent of the women. TVA)
questions need to he asked:

I. Have women been denied tenure, and as a COIltieqUenCe,
left the university, thereby reducing the percentage of
pn )motions?

2. Is there a glam- ceilingwhich is preventing wc men from
in( wing into the higher ranks?

.lustus. Freitag, and Parker ( 19148) believe that women may
be dropping out of academia before they reach tenure at a
higher rate than men. A study at the t niversity of Wisconsin.
Madison ( Reed, Douthitt, Oniz, and Rausch 1988) found that
the percentage of women who voluntarily left the university
was double that of men. Women were also more likely than
men to leave because 01 negative tenure decisitms.

Pursuing tenure
The pursuit of tenure is a stressful journey. Men and women

Te with job stress in different ways. These differences may
account for women leaving the university at a higher rate than
men ( Rothblum 1988). Women try to reduce the emotional
impact of a stressful situation, hut men tend to attack the prob
lem directly. In working toward tenure, women may try to
manage the stress by seeking out supportive relationships
htit may not systematically analyze the requirements for tenure
and design a strategy for meeting them. Men, on the other
hand, are more likely to take a problem centered approach
and then seek solutions. If the requirements for tenure
include three published articles, the male will seek strategies
to get three articles published.

Women at Berkeley. The Berkeley report on the status of
women found that, On the Berkeley campus, 90 percent of
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white males, 80 percent of minority males. 67 percent of white
women, and 56 percent of mimrity women were tenured
(Coordinating Commitiee on the Status of Women 1989).
Since white males make up about 73 percent of the faculty.
it is easy to see that there is a crunch at the top for tenure and

that it will be increasingly difficult for women to achieve ten-
ure in inlitutions which limit the number of tenured posi-
Lions. Berkeley, an institution where the number of Nobel
laureates ( 11) is more than twice the number of nonwhite
female full professors (5), may be a particularly difficult place
to achieve promotion and tenure.

Women chemists in the pool studied by Reskin also seem
to he having difficulty achieving tenure. In 1970, 80 percent
of the men in American institutions were in tenured positions,
compared to about 33 percent of the women. Women started
out at lower ranks and their early disadvantage tended to stay

with them, often throughout their careers.

The "Matthew Effect." A o. wept developed by Merton,
which he called the "Matthew Eftect" after the disciple Mat
thew in the Bible, suggests that those who have received
rewards will be given more, while those not initially rewarded
will have even more difficulty achieving remgnition ( 1973
This concept appears to be operating in the population stud
ied by Reskin. She found that:

new women Lk xiorates were im we hkdy U ) accept one
tm p()std()ct()ral app(iiiitments than 11101;

often these postdoctorate appointments were less pres
tigjous than the ones accepted by men; and

%Willett U x k them lwcause tenure track appiimments
were unavailable ) them,

A prestigknis postdoctoral appointment can help to secure
a tenure track posit k )11; anis, the male who starts out ahead
is given more advantages. On the other band, a series of less
prestigious p(Ndoctoral appointments can hinder the eventual
appointment to a tenure track appointment; thus, those with
less will lose even more advantages, Clark and Corcoran
198(I) called this same phentglienon -a cumulative disad

vantage- and observed that -disprop( wtionatelv fewer faculty
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women than men achieve high levels of success in academe"
(1986, p. 20). Among recent doctoral groups, the proportion
of men achieving tenure exceeded that of women by about
5 to 20 percent, depending on the discipline (Hornig 1980).

Changes at Barnard. Hewlett (1986), an economics pro-
fessor who was denied tenure at Barnard in the early 1980s,
said that between 1973 and 1984 four women assistant pro-
fessors were turned down for tenure, and within a 13-year
period the department changed from being composed of all
females to having women make up only 25 percent of its fac-
ulty. This is a particularly interesting change since Barnard
is a women's college and has an early history of supporting
women in careers.

Perhaps the changes at Barnard can be attributed to a shift
in faculty loyalties from an institutional to a disciplinary loy-
alty and an increased specialization within the discipline. Gra-
ham (1978) noted that the shift began in the 1920s and that
it also included a shift in perception regarding profession-
alism from personal qualities valuable in teaching to scholarly
qualities valuable in publishing. Women spend proportion
ately more time on the teaching aspects of a faculty career
than on research and publication (Chamberlain 1988; Menges
and Exum 1983). It may be that, as institutions move toward
more disciplinary specialization, women's emphasis on teach
ing is being devalued and considered not important to a
department that may be seeking reputational standing among
similar departments.

Women faculty at law schools. In a study of five law
schools, Angel (1988) found that about 89 percent of the
tenured faculty were men and only 11 percent were women.
In these five schools, the number of untenured faculty women
was three times greater than the number of tenured faculty
women. One might think that this indicates a positive trend,
hut Angel says that, while 60 percent of the eligible men are
tenured, only 31 percent of the eligible women are tenured.
When Hofstra law School opened in 1970, two out of the
eight faculty members were women. Between 1970 and 1987,
1-3 women had pamed through the Hofstra law School faculty;
only 5 were granted tenure. By 1987 the percentage of women
law professors had declined to only 14 percent; the revolving
door policy was apparently in full operation.
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Facuky Evaluation
Tenure and promotion rates may he equal at some institutions,
but at many institutions women are still having a more dif
ficult time moving up the academic ladder and in some cases
even getting a lixit on the first rung. If women are leaving uni
versities in greater numbers than men and are not being pro-
moted and tenured at a rate equivalent to men, then insti-
tutions must look for the reasons.

Merit, on which promotions and tenure are based, is dd.-
ficult to determine. Merit is usually judgei on teaching ability,
publications, and involvement in university governance, and,
at research institutions, on the ability to secure external fund-
ing. Each area is fraught with difficulty and the opportunity
for bias. Publication, for example, is more than mere quantity
or even high quality.

A case in point
Recently, a retired I !CIA pniessor was honored for her pio
neering research on the mental health of gay men (Shenitz
1990), While her work was instrumental in changing the
American PsychA)gical Awwiation's classification of homo
sexuality as a disease, one can imagine how her work was
perceived when first published. Would her work have been
judged meritorious by a tenure committee in 1957 before its
full impact was known? Academics are expected to conform
to an idealized image of the professorate which has been
shaped by very traditional male attitudes (Lewis 1975).
Research on lumNexuality did not fit the nt)rms for schol
arship operating in 1957.

W( mien's academic work is often not taken seriously. Agnes
Fay Morgan, chair of the Household Science Department at
Berkeley from 1918 to 1954, tried for years to change the
name of her depanment to Nutritional st It was not
until a man became chair in 1%0 that the name was changed
because the old name was t:onsidered an at'aderlik" Mbar
rassment ( Nerad 1988).

When men evaluate female faculty
Male readers tend to devalue the writing of women in tradi
tionally maledominated fields unless the %%Titer possesses
high status ( Isaacs 1981). Females also tend to evaluate
women writers more favoral* if they believe that the author
has high status. The evaluat km of male writers, however, is
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not affected by status (Peck 1978).
Since academic men view scholarship from their male per-

spective. scholarship from a female perspective can be viewed
as 'soft or less scholarly than their own (Simeone 1987). This
can cause problems for women being evaluated for tenure
by predominately male peer review committees. Lewis (1975),
for example, found that colleague letters of recommendation
written h w women by men tended to sh w wt mien as less
able and less interesting than men.

No exceptions for Nobel winners. Even women who have
won Nobel prizes find that (heir work does not receive men
tion equal to that of male Nobel prize winners. Cole (1979)
found that women Nobel laureates were lesser known than
their male counterparts. Women who make significant con
trihutions to science, he discoveled. may actually fare less well
than the rank-andfile woman scientist when compared to
men of similar status.

'leaching is normally evaluated by students, and there is
much controversy over the usefulness of such evaluations.
Time of day the class is held, sex of the professor, subixt mat
ter, room design, and many other factors contribute to the
feelings students have about a particular class. While evaluat
ing Lieu Ity effectively is an elusive process, the presence of
discriminati( in has been documented. Much of the evaluation
process occurs in secret, and some feel that the secrecy
encinirages a n( ()pen expression of biases (Chamberlain
1988),

simeone ( 1987) says that women are seen as a group as
less meritorious and that it is a problem of either the woman's
nature, performance, or the choices she has made rather than
a flaw in the system which might be in need of reevaluation.
I h wnig ( 1980) claims that there is much anecihaal evidence
to suggest that women are more caefully scrutinized in the
review proecss than men.

An example. A woman serving on a tenure review commit
tee noted that a wonlan colleague was criticized for a cam
puswide program she had developed because it was not suf
ficiently scholarly. The program was designed to address a
clearly identified campus need and she was hired specifically
Ii deveh p it. The program's success was acknowledged, hut
the sch()Iarlv value of it was still questic med. The candidate
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seemed headed for tenure denial until it was pointed out that
she had done exactly what was expected of her and she had
done it well.

The woman on the tenure committee thought that the issue
woukl not have been viewed in the same way if the candidate
had been male. She also wondered if tenure would have been
denied if a woman had not been on the committee (personal
communication 1985).

Another example. A black male professor at Claremont
Graduate School recently won a discrimination suit because
he overheard the tenure committee's deliberations regarding
his case. He claimed that his race was brought into the dis
cumion and that it was clear that he was denitx1 tenure not
because of lack of qualifications but because his colleagues
did not feel comfortable working with a black man (Nieri
1989).

It is doubtful the committee would have beer so vocal
aboui their opink)ns if the deliberations were conducted more
openly or if there had been minorities on the committee. Tlw
suit cost Claremont $8 million.

Is the tenure system discriminatory?
Many educators have sued that the evaluation system in use
in American universities wls designed by white men and does
not take into consideration the female or minority perspective
(Chambetlain 1988; Finkelstein 1984; Simeone 198'7). Dis
crimination in evaluation is more often subtle and indirect
than suggested by the Claremont case, but it is fostered
because women and minc)rities are mg a significant part of
the white nule network on most campuses ( Menges and
Exum 1983).

The k w representat it m of women and minorities deprives
them of access to power sources within the university.
Because thq are more frequently in lower level positions,
they do mu partk ipate in the higher levels of decision making
of the faculty governance structure ( Menges and Exum 1983).

Do tenured women promote more women? A critical
number of women faculty seem to be needed to develop
equity for women. A study of five law schoc)ls found that the
critical number is 12 percent. An analysis of tenure patterns
indicated that, when there are higher proponions of tenured
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women. untenured women were more likely to achieve ten-
ure. When the number of tenured women waS lower, unte-
nured women were more likely to be denied tenure and more
likely to leave the university (Chused cited in Angel 1988).

Chused developed an equation to determine the probability
that a Etculty member would be tenured. He found that the
probability for any given faculty member to he tenured was
53.3 percent; for men it was 46.3 percent and for women

percent. When the number of tenured women faculty
reaches 12 percent, other women faculty are more likely to
he granted tenure.

Women's Role on Campus
Other factors may contribute to women's difficulties in mov
ing up the academic ladder. Women teach more hours per
week than men (Chamberlain 1988; Homig 1980; Stecklein
and inrenz 1986) and they seem to value the interadion with
students more than men. For this remon, students are more
likely to pre:;time tip( in women professors' time than men's
( Grunig 1987).

Women spend an inordinate amount of time i,.ivising stu
dents outside of class compared to men. Finkelstein (1984)
says that women's early socialization may account for their
greater interest in teaching and student development. He sug-
gests that universities cannot change the early socialization
experiences of women hut must adjust employment practices
and reward systems to reflect group differences. He then
continues:

It should be recognized, however, that current practkes and
the current reuwrd system haiv ettolivd or'er time to meet
the needs and Orientation of the largest number of aca-
demics majority males It simile./ he reasonable to eapect
changes to occur only to the avrent to uhicb compwition
of the professorate actually changes, ie, to the extent that
numerical?), sigmficant minorities emerges that can mobi-
lize significant support for change (p. 242 ).

Ills view is particularly interesting since it suggests that
those in power need not take any responsibility for change
and those on the outside must he the ones to force change.
One would hope that universities, as models of enlightened
thinking, would take a more proactive view toward social



change. Finkelstein may, however, he reflecting a view which
is prevalent on many campuses. If so, is it any wonder that
women and minorities are underrepresented at higher faculty

ranks?

Studem Evaluadons
Promotion and tenure review committees usually consider
student evaluations of teaching as part of the review process.
Women typically spend more time teaching and often report
that they highly value teaching. If so, women should fare bet
ter than men in this aspect of the review. Yet several
researchers have studied sex differences in student evaluations
and this concept is not necessarily borne out. Ferber and
tiuber (1975) found that students rated instructors of the
opposite sex less favorably and that more students preferred
male teachers. They concluded that the sex of the instructor
and the sex composition of the class mum be considered in

student evaluations.
Other researchers (Elmore and LaPointe 1974, 1975; Wilson

and Doyle 1976) found that the instructor's sex was not a sig
niflcant factor in student evaluations. Kaschak (1978) asked
students to evaluate descriptions of faculty in maledominated.
female-dominated, and neutral fields. She found that women
students rated male and female faculty equally on effective
ness. concern, likeableness, and excellence but thought
female faculty were less powerful than male faculty. Male stu
dents, however, tended to rate male faculty higher than female
faculty. Students would prefer to study with faculty of the
F.;:nie sex.

Basow and Silherg (1)87), Bennen (, 1982 ), and Martin
(1984 ) also found sex differences in student evaluations.
Women faculty were perceived as having more warmth and
personal ccmcem I-cif students. Women faculty, however,
received lower ratings on interpersonal contact with students.
Access to faculty was not measured. hut students seemed to
report less satisfaction with the individual contact they had
with female profesmirs.

It appears that female professors are judged on the actual
contact time, whereas male professors are judged on how
accessible they appear to he whether or not the student ever
had contact outside of class. Bennett also found that students
were less tolerant of female faculty in other areas. They
tended to demand a higher level of formal preparation and

1.111.11.11
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organizzion from women. In addition, they were less likely
to accept authoritative positions of female profexsors as hal.
anced viewpoints. Ferber and Huber (1975), however, found
that there was little difference in a student's acceptance of
the authority of teachers of the opposite sex.

What this research suggests is that, if women are to achieve
parity with men in teaching evaluations, they must invest
mow time in their preparation and time spent with students
outside of class. Perhaps this is why women tend to spend
im we time on teaching than research.

The "Old Boys Network" and Women
Often discrimination on campus is not intentional. It may
result simply because an individual h&s not become a part
of the group. In academe, membership in the group is as
important as is membership in the peer culture during child,
hood and adolescence; the consequences of not belonging
may be emotionally less harmful hut they can he devastating
to career progress. Academic success is dependent upon
access to pertinent information and the establishment of a
supportive interpersonal and social climate which allows
oppi)nunities to develop professional skills (Hall and Sandler
1984 ).

A maiority of women (Stokes 1984 ) believe that they are
excluded from the networks on campus. Since. as Finkelstein
( 1984 ) suggested, the academic system is designed to reflect
a white male maj()rity orientati( n. women feel ()aside of the
netwo wk.

On the outside looking in
%mum are excluded from campus nowt )rks when they tli
not participate in decision making, whether it is at the uni
versity or department Ic.el ( Grunig 1987; I lollm and Gem
mill 1976). Department decisions are frequently made in "cor
ridor conversat n wts,- Ih( )se brief conversam xis that occur
either outside office doors or in stu)rt visits to a pn)fesst
office. A uhulation of a male professor's "corridor conver
sations- fi )und that he held 50 such brief discussions; only
2 were with female colleagues (Kaplan 1985).

Relati(mships within departments, however, seem to be
impr( wing. VQ)men faculty perceive that within their own
departments there is a sense of equity based on competence
and quality of work. They also feel included in departmental
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discussions and informal get-togethers (Christianson et al.
1989).

Sometimes decisions, or at least imporum contacts, are
made during social or recreational activities. At one university
it became the practice for male facgIty to accompany the dean

to bowl every Friday afternoon. Women faculty were never
invited and, as a result. were probably excluded from discus-
sions of proposals the college was writing or collaboration

on research interests (personal communication 1976). In 1990
President Bush appointed someone with no experience in
government or ethics law to a top ethics post because he
played tennis with the President. Bush was quoted as saying,
"I'm a great believer that sports can do wonders for . . . esub
lishing common ground'. (Dowd 1990).

When Marina Angel ( 1988) decided to seek a law school
position, she contacted two former law school professors.

They suggested only two law sChools to which she might
apply for a teaching position; one was unaccredited and the

other already employed her on a part .time basis. When she
asked about attending the Amerk-an Associatitm of law
Sell( x 4s recruiting conventitm, she was k Ad Columbia grad
lutes did not find employment "that way... She was not given

any nit we access to the "old bk :.s" hiring network than the
two schools. even though Columbia was a "feeder" sch( x

and there were l+C other accredited law schools in the
country.

Kaplan I9H5 I reports that in Australia there is a practice
of excluding Women in nii lunch c(nwersati(ms in the faculty
club. Men, she reported, tend to sit in all male groups. If a
woman shinild attempt to it nfl the group. she will find
shoulders turned away is nii her cr such rapid conversati(m
that there is little ( ) v( ounity ft )1- her to join in the discussi(ni.
While nu ist campuse are IR 4 so overt in their rejection of
wt imen. female faculty are frequently left out unless there
is a conscious elf( WI to be inclusive.

Creating professional networks
The creati( hi ( mt professional networks is a natural pri wess,
and ( Wle's network tends t() e(msist of pet plc with wh( ni nit!

feels comic nable. \\omen are likely to have nitne extensive
female networks, and nue campuses they have con
scitmsly built female networks and the subsequent p( mer
base so that they can have 111U1e equal opportunities fiir ol
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laboration, sponsorship, and support.
Caucuses and committees on the status of women have pro.

vided a voice for women in professional associations and insti-
tutions. These professional subgroups have pressured asso-
ciations and institutions to provide more representation of
women in governance, in conference presentations, and in
editorial decision making and to be more responsive to the
climate for women (Chamberlain 1988; DeSole and Butler
1990). Some associatkms, like the American Association of
University Professors (AAUP), have encouraged universities
to conduct institutional surveys oi) the status of women
(Chamberlain 1988). All of these t fforts have focused on the
underrepresentation of women in academe and have had
some success in addressing the problem.

The Token Woman Professor
When there are only a few women on a campus, they are even
more disadvantaged. Tokenism carries with it several inherent
problems (laws 1975; Yoder 1985).

A lone woman tends to be highly visible and this places
addit Owl performance pressures on her. Because of her
high visibility she may he singled Out for special recog
nition, When there is a need for a woman to serve on an
important committee, the lack (if women in a department
may mean that a more junior level faculty member is cho-
sen for an amignment that would otherwise be given to
senior faculty. Such recognition can cause resentment.

A token representative presents a contrast with other fac-
ulty members, and there may be uncertainty on the part
of the dominant members about how to interact with the
underrepresented person. This uncertainty can lead to
isolation. If it is difficult to know how to interact with
siimetine, then one tends to avoid the interact k

The psychological effects of tokenism on the token indi
vidual can lead to a decline in self esteem and eventual
withdrawal from further interaction.

Yoder wa.s appointed to a faculty position at a military acad,
emy. She was the first civilian faculty hired and was one of
only a few women. In addition, she was hired to teach half
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time and conduct research halftime; an arrangement that WAS
unique to her. Her tokenism led to serious misunderstandings
with her colleagues which she was unable to overcome, and
she eventually resigned her position.

Hosti Nty takes a sexual form
Swerdlow (1989) studied women who entered nontraditional
blue collar occupations. Some of her findings apply to women
entering nontraditional academic careers. She found that
women encountered hostility in the workplace which
included materials of a sexual nature such as photographs.
Women also reported being propositioned by male coworkers
and having increased attention paid to their mistakes. A
woman seeking admission to a docioral program at a pres-
tigious research university in the early days of the feminist
movement was greeted by the dean with the comment, "Pretty
soon we'll be expected to accept dwarfs, too" (personal com-
munication 1976).

How one woman confronted it. Angel (1988) was one
of only a few women law professors at Hofstra when she
began her career. During the first years of her employment
she endured the comments of her male colleagues regarding
the physical attributes of female law students. After hearing
about "the blond in the front row with the big tit.s" at the
beginning of each semester for several years, she finally con
fronted the situation. She says:

By the fourth time, uhen there uus a lull in the conz,ersa-
lion, piptyl up uith, 'Do .vou know the airline pilot in the
second mu, uho drit,es a Ferrari?' They all agreed they did
1 said 'He bolas like be is uiell hung' Shocked silence greeted
my statement, together with looks that indicated I was

Houvrer, the cotnments stopped, at least in my pres
ence( p. 824 ).

Not all women are as confident as Angel and willing to con
front unpleasant situations. Another woman graduate student
in a medical department was embarrassed when she disco
vered that her male colleagues had sexually explicit video
games programmed into the department's computer system.
When she asked to have them removed there was little under-
standing about why she found the games offensive. Rather
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than file a sexual harassment complaint, she left the depan-
ment ( personal communication 1987 ). Women consciously
nyto avoid the use of sexist language in profemional and
social interactions. As the above examples indicate, men are
far !ess likely to do so (Christianson et al. 1989).

How tokenism affects women
Women's ability to work is affected by their representation
in a group. Johnson and Schulman ( 1989) found that women
are increasingly disadvantaged as their numbers in a group
decrease. while males are advantaged as their numbers
decrease. Women's task-activity levels will fall as their
inimbers in the group decrease, but men's will increase. This
would suggest that the Itme woman in a department will have
a difficult tinw and that institutk Ins should strive to have more
than tt)ken representation in each department,

Male/Female Behavior
Ihe white male nature of the wl)rk envinmment places addi
tional cognitive tasks on wonwn. A male assistant professor
(an Itx)k nward his more senior peers and imxiel their behav
ior. A woman, however, cannot directly model a males behav
ior. She must deckle if the male behavit )1- would be perceived
as appropriate for her and, if not, she must develop an accept
able adaptatitm ( tiorgan 1989). If there were senior,level
W011101 professors. she could use them as models and her
cognitive task, would be more similar to the male's. McIntosh
( 19881 described as the "male advantage'. the many aspects
of everyday work I le that mak.s talo: 1k r granted but that are
not part of the female experience.

Different language patterns
When women are few in numbers the: also experience inter
action difficulties in discussion groups Tannen ( 1990) sug-
gests that men and women have different patterns of language
and conversati( n. Ilwse patterns often seem to functkm at
crt 155 purptises. In groups with only (ni. or two women, the

()man's conversation is likely to be overlot)ked because it
is not understi )0d. Butler and Geis ( 1990) found that. in
mixed gn Hip meetings, there is an implicit assumption that
rentales will defer to males. If a woman should speak out, her
actkin violates the expected pattern of behavior and reflects
negatively (Hi her abilities.

Jo



The researchr:-6 suggcst that these are unconscious reac-
tions. Most faculty have what Butler and Geis term "consid
ered" expectations that are egalitarian but their "automatic"
expectations are based on traditional stereotmes. In the sit.
uation desaibed above, the male colleagues simply may feel
that they do not like the woman but not attribute their feelings
to her violation of their traditional expectations. Martin (1984)
says that the "zone of acceptance" for sex role behavior is
more narrowly defined for women than for men. The stereo-
type of expected behavior for women is deeply ingrained and,
according to Heilman, Block, Martell, and Simon (1989), resis-
tant to change.

Differing views of social reality
Gilligan (1982) suggests that men and women perceive social
reality in different ways, which leads to different expectations
of relationships. These differences can lead to misunderstand-
ings and problems in establishing collegiahty. Collegiality
is an informal criterion for tenure. Faculty work closely with
departmental colleagues and it is natural to seek out those
with whom one feels comfortable. People generally feel more
at ease working closely with members of the same sex.

For example, a public school administrator was discussing
how the central office had changed from a male-dominated
to a female-dominated administration. He jokingly suggested
that a major change was in the topics of informal conversation,
from sports trivia to new brands of make-up. He said that he
missed the sports trivia and could not enter into the cosmetic
discussions ( personal communications 1990). Informal con-
versations contribute to the sense of camaraderie and belong
ing in a work environment.

How women's expectations changed
Women had different expectations than men for their careers
in the 1970s. Female faculty perceived themselves (Widom
and Burke 1978) as lower than males and did not seem to
be able to place themselves accurately on a continuum of
"well-published" within their department. Perhaps this is
because their exclusion from the male network did not pro-
vide them with the knowledge of what other department
members were writing and publishing. Widom and Burke also
found that males level of desired achievement was toward
eminence in their field while this was not as frequently men
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tioned by women.
In 1989, however, The Carnegie Foundation found that

male/female differences in career expectations had largely
disappeared Men and women had similiar interests in teach-
ing and research. Women were only slightly more likely to
favor teaching over research and only slightly less involved
in work they expected to lead to publication. Clarke (1988)
also found few male/female differences in motivation and
interest in higher level positions.

Career expectations for men and women may he merging,
hut the opportunity to succeed is still significantly different
for men and women. In extensive interviews with women
faculty who had succeeded and those who had not, Aisenberg
and Harrington (1988) found that women often did not know
the rules of academic life nor understand what was expected
of them. Many successful women audemics were still strug-
gling with the balance between their professional and per-
sonal lives.

Salary Differences
In 1973, women faculty asked the American Association of
llniversity Professors to separate salary data for men and
women. When AAUP began in 1975 to keep salary statistics
based on gender, it found that women were paid less in all
categories in all institutions. Since 1975 the organiution has
found that the salary gap has not narrowed and that it is wid,
ening at the assistant professor level (Committee W 1988).

There is no disagreement that women are paid less than
men (Barbezat 1988; Bergmann 1985; Noe 1986; Pounder
1989). Even when factors of productivity, experience, aca-
demic field, and institution of employment are controlled,
men still receive higher salaries than women (Babe= 1987).
The salary difference has actually increased since 1978 (Wil-
liams et al. 1987). The salary inequality between men and
women is highest at the full professor level. While faculty may
come into an institution at a somewhat equal level, the dif-
ferential increases as they progress up the ladder and women
are at an increasing disadvantage (Noe 1986).

Mariset conditions and salaries
Some institutions hire faculty according to market demand
and pay faculty in certain fields higher salaries. Bergmann
( 1985) suggests that in female-dominated fields the salaries
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are lower regardlem of the market conditions. Staub (1987)
thinks that when women Mt.we into a field in substantial
numbers the salaries become depressed. Gray (1985) does
not believe that market factors are the cause of the salary dis.
crepancy. Political science faculty, for example, are paid rel-
atively well and they are mostly male. There is not a shortage
in political science nor is there a profession outside ofaca-
deme that directly employs political science graduates, and
yet these Factors do not negatively affect political science
sahies.

Nursing faculty. on the other hand, are mid kss and yet
there is a nationwide shonage of nurses and there is a direct
employment alternative for nursing faculty. Nursing faculty
are mostly women.

Life cycle factors. Johnson and Stafford (1974) attribute
some of the salary differential to life cycle factors or the per
sonal choices made by %vomen. About three-fifths of the salary
difference can be attributed to the market reaction to women's
life choices. In part, they suggest this is true because men and
wconen start out on a relatively equal basis, but the disparity
grows during the childbearing and childrearing periods and
then narrows t( Avard the end of the career. Johnson and Star
ford did not differentiate between married and single women
and mothers and childless women. It would be interesting
to see what, if any, salary disparities exist when women of
different marital and maternal status are compared.

Farber ( 1977) and Strober and Questor (1977) disagNe
with the findings of Johnson and Stafford. They suggest that
the disparity does not lessen toward the end of the career and
that more of the differential can he attributed to sex discrim
ination than to life cycle demands. Rube-rat ( l9g8) found
that one half to two.thirds of the salary differential can be
attributed to sex discrimination and is not accounted for by
life cycle issues.

IMat's needed nouY
More comprehensive research on salary differentiation is
needed. More information is needed about the marital and
maternal status of the women, whether the woman's career
is considered primary in the marriage, and the extent to which
the husband.'father is involved in childrearing. Answers to
these questions would clarify the questions of life cycle issues
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and sex discrimination in salary discrimination.
Issues of discrimination in salary and retention, pnimotion,

and tenure have resulted in several sex discrimination suits
which have been costly to institutions as well as to the indi
viduals involved.

Sex Discrimination in the Courts
Farley (1985) re. iewed 250 grievances at.d found that only

a handful of the cases were successful in the courts. lalloue
and Lee (1987 ) said it is very difficult for plaintiffs to prevail
in discrimination suits because judges typically do not like

to question the personnel practices of universities.
Another difficulty has been the confidentiality issue. Most

promotion and tenure decisions are made by a faculty com-
mittee which guards its right to act in a confidential and
cliised manner. Although a candidate must solicit recommen
dations from peers, the candidate normally does not have an
oppiwtunity to review the documents that nuke up a promo-
tion or tenure file. The recommendation of the committee
is, of course. made known to the candidate, but the actual
vote is not. In a case involving the University of Georgia, a
professor went to jail rather than reveal how he had voted
on 3 tenure decision.

Me Supreme Court steps in
The 1990 Supreme Court decision. I 'niversity of Penn.Ownia
IN. FLOC 88 493, should significantly change the way in
which universities make promotion and tenure decisions and
the ahility of plaintiffs to prevail. The decision forces univer
sines to turn confidential committee documents over to the
courts when a sex or race discrimination suit has been filed.
The American Association of University Professors, as well
as many universities, filed brick on behalf of the 1'niversity
of Pennsylvania.

Some faculty ( Blum 19901); Chronicle of Higher Fducation
1989; Swage and Gordon 1990) fe.1 that they will not be able
to provide honest evaluations if their letters will be open to
the candidate. A dean was quoted in the Los Angeles Times
(Savage and Gordon 1990 ) as suggesting that all evaluations
will be positive because of the potential for litigation and that
the decision would adversely affect the qu lily of faculty
hiring.

'Ilk. American Federation of Teachers ( AFT). however. sup-



ports the decision. The AFT is engaged in a suit with the Uni-
versity of California, Berkeley, to open up the files for can
didate review. Currently, the university provides summaries
of the reviews, but the AFT wants the full text (although
names of e6luators can be deleted).

It would seem that the more open system would prevent
personal characteristics, sex, or race from being factors in pro-
motion or tenure decisions and force the evaluators to make
comments which relate direoly to the candidate's ability to
perform in the position. Quality of research and publication
will always be open to subjective evaluation, however; even
here, the evaluator will need to he more specific about why
a piece of research or an ankle is lacking in quality. No longer
should work be dismissed simply because it is in a nontra .
ditkinal field such as women's studies or ethnic studies.

Ramifications In bigber education
While plaintiffs have achieved only minimal success in their
own cases, the ramifications have been felt throughout higher
education. Farky (1985) argues that successful and even some
unsuccessful cases have served to sensitize universities to sex
discrimination imues and that more doors have been opened
for women.

The Rajender Consent Decree at the Univeristy of Minnesota
(Blum 1990e; lalloue and Lee 1987) may he one such case.
Rajender was employed in the chemistry department at the
University of Minnesota. She was denied a tenure track
appointment, she thought, because of her sex and national
origin. In 1973 she filed suit in federal court. In 1980 the uni
versity signed a consent decree without admitting fault which
paid $1.6 million, agreed to change its recordkeeping system
and an mative action policies and make it easier for women
to sue fir sex discrimination.

Since the decree, the institution has handled more than
300 cases of sex discriminatfini at a cost (4' over $7 million.
On campus, some feel that the university would have made
the necessary changes without Rajmder while others feel that
Rajender was responsible fin- a changed campus climate.
While on campus case results may be mixed, they are not for
the plaintiff. Rajender received only $100,000, arid the remain
ing $1.5 million went to pay legal fees. In addition, she said
she was no longer able to secure academic employment. She
now works as a lawyer for Lawrence laboratories in Berkeley.
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In another ose (Blum 199)a), the court made an unusual
decision and granted tenure to an English professor who had
been turned down for tenure by the provos and president
of Boston University after having been approved by depart-
ment and facuky panels. The court found that her scholarship
had been downgraded because of her sex.

Eleanor Swift, a University of California. Berkeley, law
school professor, was denied tenure and felt that gender dis-
crimination was the basis, She was able to resolve the tenure
dispute in her favor without litigation by negotiating with the
university for an anonymous five-person committee mutually
agreed upon by herself and the law school dean. Three pro-
fessors from national law schools and two Berkeley professors
from departments outside the law school were appointed to
the committee by the Provost of Professional Schools and
Colleges.

Given the law school's standards for tenure, Swift's tenure
file, and files of six recently tenured men, the committee was
asked to determine if the law school's tenure standards
applied to her. The panel did not consider the issue of gender
discriminat'Jn. Swift believes that the comparative evaluation
and the anonymous committee used in her case provide a
model for a fair and lesscostly settlement of tenure disputes
(Ashby 1989).

Conclusion
While lawsuits are financially and emotionally draining, they
offer women an avenue for protesting sex discrimination.
They also open up for full evaluation and disclosure the worn
an's teaching atiility and scholarly productivity. Whether
women are as productive as men is a serious question which
must he carefully examined.

Gender discrimination is, unfonunately, still an is.sue on
American campuses and must be addressed if women are to
be equally represented in higher education.

_Q
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SCHOLARLY PRODUCIMITY

Can women's underrepresentation at senior faculty levels and
on the fitculties of major research universities be attributed
to their lack or lesser rate of research and publication
productivity?

Several researchers examined the question of gender dif
ferences in productivity, and the results furnish mixed
answers. Some studies show no differences in the productivity
of men and women. Other studies show no differences in
quantity of publication or research but show differences in
types of publication. Yet other studies found that women are
less productive scholars than men. Researchers also examined
the relationship between motherhood and research produc-
tivity, again with mixed results. Questions regarding produc
tivity are obviously very complex, and there are many vari-
ables to consider.

Are Men and Sbmen Scholars Equally Productive?

If Oen the detilish assignment of transforming budding
uriters into probable failures, two directives might come
to mind: Make them into 11 vmen. Better _yet, make them into
uumen on the faculty of women's co&wes(Boice and Kelly
1987, p. 299).

Boice and Kelly begin their discussion of gender differences
in scholarly work with that sutement which obviously reflects
a widely held belief that women have a more difficult time
with writing than men. What is surprising, given the opening
assumption, is that Boice and Kelly found that men and
women publish at about equal rates. They studied men and
women faculty at doctonll level universities and at women's
colleges and found no signiti; milt support for their
assumptit n.

The Boice and Kelly study is not a maverick in the research
literature on gender differences in sch( pftidtk-tivity. Pet
tibone, Roddy, and Altman (1987) studied school of education
faculty to compare gender and rank differences in publishing.
They did not find significant differences based on either rank
or gender. They found that faculty tended to publish in equal
rates regardless of rank or tenure status. The lack of publishing
differences between the sexes based on rank or tenure sutus
is important in considering the reasons for the underrepres
entatit in of women in higher ranks. If junior women faculty
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arc publishing at the same rate as junior men faculty, then
it must not be scholarship that is keeping women out of
higher ranks. Also, if junior women are publishing in equal
rates to Men, it suggests that women are leaving the university
for reasons other than an inability to compete with men in
scholarly pn)ductivity.

&e and Kelly studied faculty in a fiekl with a high pro-
portion of women. Education is a female dominated field.
Does this account for the similarity in publishing rates
between the men and women faculty studied in these two
groups? Are there personality similarities and work style sim
ilarities that play a part in the field people ch(x)se, and would
these similarities militate against the differences in scholarship
which Hoke aild Kelly expected to find?

Gender Differences in Productivity
lam witch and NI(wganstem 19 --1 f()und that women pnh

fished somewhat less than men. They attributed women's
I( wer level ( )f pn)ductivity t() a less c mpetitivc nature stem
ming from early s()cialization experiences. Male scientists.
al least between 1955 and 1970. outpn)duced w()Men silent
ists in the number of published ankles according to Reskin
( 19801. 11w men's work was cited i .,e frequently than the
women's work, hut w()men had mi we citations jyr article than
men. 1)()es this suggest

I. that the ()Id boys- now( wk is involved in males citing
each it her and therefi we L int ributing t() each ither's rep
utati iil standing%

2. tlut w( mien are putting im we eff( )11 into fewer articles
which are irk we wl wffiv anentkm?

NIale physical educators also publish int we than female
physical (ducat( ws (1<( war 19851, at least in mwelereed jour
flak. Women in physical education. however, are publishing
1.)(n)ks and refereed articles at the same rate as men, Does the
higher publication rate in unrefereed articles suggest again
ilk. presence (if the "old Nws" network where edit( ws may
ask colleagtv...s or former students u) write for them? K( war
aim) found that men tended lo receive more suppt wt k ir their
writing efforts in terms of reductkins in teaching time to c()n
(hie! research.
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Do men and women bave conceptual dlfferences?
Hunter (1989) is convinced that women have different ways
of apprafehing and sharing knowledge and that these con
ceptual differences emerge in different patterns of scholarly
productivity. Men are more often viewed as producers of
knowledge and women as consumers of knowledge. This idea
comes from the higher visibility of men in academic positions
of power as well as in the higher number of male writers in
academic iournals. Hunter argues that women do produce
knowledge but they share it in different ways. Women are far
more likely to share their ideas through one-to-one commu
nication and through presentations at conferences.

Presenting one's work for public scnitiny through writing
requires a level of confidence that may be more particular
to men than women (\X'liite and Hemandez 1985). Widom
and Burke (1978) found that men generally characterized
themselves as above average in their self-evaluation of pub-
lishing ability while women were not able to evaluate them
selves in comparison to colleagues.

Men are more satisfied than women with the research assis
lance available to them, and men also tend to spend more
time on research than women. Men also seem more satisfied
with the quality of research facilities available to them and
the teaching assistance they received. Part of the difference
in these areas may be accounted for by the higher represen
talon of men in the research institutions and the higher rep
resentation of women in the two year colleges (Russell et al.
1948).

Differences in Reputation
Davis and Astin ( 19g7) studied highly productive scholars

to determine if there were differences in reputational standing
which could be attributed to gender. They defined highly pro
dm-five scholars as those who had written 21 or more articles
over the span of a career or S or more articles during a 2.year
period. In their sample. Davis and Astin found no differences
in reputational standing determined by gender. They did find
some differences in types of publications, however. Women,
for example, produced fewer books but more chapters in
books. Wick nil and Burke ( 1978) found that junior women
faculty were more likely to edit a hook or a journal and less
likely than men to write a book or journal article.

Realizing Gender Equalitv in Higher Eduanian 3 5
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Marital Status, Parenthood, and Productivity
Do family responsibilities make it more difficult for women
to conduct research and write for publiLltion? Hamovitch and
Morticanstem (1977) concluded that, since ail women publish
about 20 percent fewer articles than men, there was not a rela-
tionship between childrearing and scholarly productivity.
While they found no relationship between parenthood and
publication rate, they suggest that areas not measured in their
study, such as the psychological conflict between being a pro-
fessional and being a mother and women's lower level of
competitivenes.s, might account for women's lower publica,
t ion rate.

Women mentioned family responsibilities frequently in a
survey of counselor educator's perceptions of writing for pub-
lication (White and Hernandez 1985). Not a single male
respondent, however, mentioned family responsibilities in
relationship to writing. Reskin (1980) found that marriage
acted as a depressant for women's productivity but as a stim-
ulant for men's. Male and female chemists in Reskin's pop-
ulation published les,s when they had children than their
childless colleagues.

Survival techniques
Cole and Zuckerman conducted a retrospective study of
women scientists to see how marriage and motherhood might
affect publication rates. The publication rates of three groups
of scientific scholars were examined: 1920-1959; 1960. 69,
and 19'70-79. When married women with children were com-
pared to childless women, they found no significant difference
in publication rates.

What they found, instead, was that women gave up their
leisure time in order to WritC. Several women commented
that it was difficult balancing the responsibilities of a family
and conducting research and writing. Women who were suc
cessful in their research and writing simply gave up everything
that did tux relate directly to work and home responsibilities.

Cole and Zuckerman also found that some women in their
study were not able to manage both a family and an academic
career and they dropped out of the profession after giving
hirth. Widom and Burke (1978) found that marital status was
not a factor in scholarly productivity but having children made

a significant difference. Many women, apparently, had decided
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not to have children, since two-thirds of the married women
were childless. Only one-third of the men were childless.

Spousal support. Another factor which might have entered
into success in publishing was the availability of spousal sup-
port. Over 90 percent of the women had working spouses,
mostly in profes.sional careers, while only 45 percent of the
men had working spouses, often not in professional careers.
Hunter and Kuh (1987), in a study of prolific writers, found
that the majority had children and, while many spoke of the
delicate balancing act between career and family, they seemed
to manage both.

Actin and Davis (1985) found that single women had a
lower publishing rate than married women but that single
women published more books over the span of their careet
than married women. The interpretation offered by the
researchers is that married women had more access to the
male-dominated network and that single women had more
concentrated time available to focus on long-term projects
such as books.

Tillie Olsen (1978), mother and novelist, describes the dif-
ficulty of combining parenthood and writing. The tasks are
inherently different. ChikLen's need for nurturing and imme-
diate attention mean constant interruptions, while the writer
needs large blocks of concentration time. Olsen talked about
the high level of motivation required to overcome the daily
demands of motherhood. For :;ome women, the tension may
be more than they are able to handle. As a result, Olsen says
that there are very few successful writers who are also
mothers.

Support and Productivity
Hunter and Kuh (1987) interviewed prolific writers to deter-
mine what supported their writing. The 18 writers identified
several factors that contributed to their succem.

They participated in professional organizations at the
national level. Their participation had several advantages.
It tied them into a national network of researchers which
facilitated support for their research activities, both finan-
daily and through the exchange of information.

They indicated that a mentor had been very helpful in
getting their writing career started.
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They all needed and were able to obtain large blocks of
time in which to write. Many said that their colleagues
would describe them as "workaholics." E:ich seemed to
genuinely enjoy writing and research, and their success
motivated them to continue.

Prolific writers had several characteristics in common. Each
had a congenial work environment which encouraged their
research and writing and a supportive home environment.
Several writers mentioned being able to take advantage of
fin-tuitous opportunities as contributing to their success.

Hunter and Kuh noted several gender differences. The
women in the gudy described themselves as "studims" in
their early years and indicated that they had won many honors
in high school. Fewer men described themselves in a similar
way, nor did the men seem to have achieved as much early
recognition for their academic abilities. More men had friends
who continued on to graduate school, and the men also had
larger collegial networks. The women tended to collaborate
more frequently with students by almost twice as much as
the men.

Being a member of a pn)ductive department can be an
advantage. Br:moil (1983) found that having productive col
leagues can stimulate productivity to a modest degree. The
reverse can also be true; an unproductive department can
repress productivity in a formerly productive faculty member.

Is the Support System Available to Women?
Various researchers have identified factors that contribute to
a professor's ability to conduct research and publish. Are these
factors equally available to women and men? Hunter and Kuh
( 19M7) discussed the importance of a national network and
a supportive work and home environment. Several factors may
mitigate against a support system for women. The underre
presentation of women in academia makes it more difficult
fig. them to develop a national network thrt mgh participatitm
in professional organizations. The difficulty which women
have on the political scene, whether it is in local or federal
government, mirro:s the difficulties women have in being
elected to a national board or being appointed to a national
committee. When a woman is either a token or in the minority
it can be difficult to establish the type of congenial work !via
tionships which allow for either formal or informal collab.



oration on research projects.
Some researchers (Reskin 1980; Widom and Burke 1978)

identified children as a negative fIctor in research produc-
tivity. Women's more active participation in childrearing cer-
tainly makes the home enviionment less conducive to the
type of long and isolated work involved in writing. The lack
of positive support may he an overwhelming harrier to pub-
lication for some women, while others have found ways to
surmount the obstacles.

What Questions Need Asidng?
The most important question in the issue of women's schol
arty productivity has not been asked:

What price do women pay for productivity?

Some researchers (Astin and Davis 1985; Hunter and Kuh
1987) found that women could be productive scholars. Cole
and Zuckerman ( 1987 ) found that, while women published
lem than men, married women with children publish as much
as single women. These studies, however, did not ask what
price the women paid for their productivity. Studies of work,
kud for men and women faculty indicate they work almost
the same number of hours per week (53 for men and 50 for
women). Studies (Burden and Googins 1987; Hochschild
1989) of the hours spent on home responsibilities, however,
indicate that there are significant differences between men
and women. Women indicate that they give up their leisure
time and that they cut down on the housework to maintain
their career prodmtivity.

No one has asked in the puiductivity studies if the prolific
women writers gave up time spent with their children, if they
felt they missed significant parts of their children's growing
up, and if they would have made the same choices if they had
a chance to begin again.

The psychological price paid by successful women scholars
is unknown. It is known that the 00e paid by women is dif
ferent, and probably greater. than the price paid by men.
Women, even those who were as productive as men, reported
feeling more pressure than men. Women, more than men.
felt that their institutions placed a high emphasis on puhlish
ing ( Mike and Kelly I98" ). Perhaps the wonien's equal pub
lishing rates were a result of their perceived higher need to
publish.
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Cole and Zuckerman (1987) were the only researchers who
acknowledged that some women had left their field because
they found the dual responsibilities of career and family
unmanageable, Little is known about the women who were
not p. ,ific writers.

How many women left the profession betmuse they were
not able to find enough time to write and tLerefore felt
they would not have been able to achieve promotion and
tenure?

What would these women have contribed if they had
stayed in the profession? Would their voices have been
worth listening to or doesn't it matter that they left
unheard?

Did the women who left value family more than the
women who stayed or did they simply have lower energy
levels?

Would someone who could not successfully balance fam-
ily and career ask different research questions?

Should institutions make n)orn for a wider range of com-
mitment to the profession and a wider interpretation of
faculty responsibilities?

Condusion
Many questions remain unanswered, and the available evi-
dence is somewhat inconclusive. Clearly, sc. me women are
able to pmduce research and publications at rate equivalen!
to many men. Other women are not. In some cases marriage
supports women's efforts at publishing. In most cases the
presence of children serves as a deterrent to women's pub.
lishing efforts. There are other factors as well. lack of con-
fidence, lack of knowledge of the system, and a limited co1
legial network all contribute to a lowered productivity rate
for women.

It is in the interest of the instituron to increase the job sat-
isfaction as well as the level of performance of all faculty, but
especially the underrepresented groups even if it is "a devilish
assignment."
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WORIC/FAMILY CONFLICTS

The call of the feminist movement in the 1960s and 1970s
was that women could have it all; they could be mothers,
wives, and careerists and enjoy success in each area. But what
did it mean to "have it all"? The concept of women working
was not new, but the difference in the 1980s was that w;Jmen
began to view their work not just as a means to provide addi-
tional support for the family but as a career with demands
for commitment equal to that of the family. Women's orien-
tation toward work changed and becarne more similar to
men's view toward work "Having it all" meant that women
found psychological and emotional meaning in work as well
as motherhood and marriage.

Identifying the Conflict
What women did not count on, however, was that the
demands on their time and emotions would be so much in
conflict. Years of observing Eithers and husbands actively
engaged in careers did not provide examples of the family/
career conflict that women were obviously experiencing or
of ways to successfully balance career and family responsi-
bilities. Few contemporary women grew up in homes where
the mother was as committed to her career as the father was
to his career. Female role models were not readily available.
The few women who were high achievers in the late 1960s
had mothers who were also highly educated and had success .
ful careers (Graham 1978).

Evidence of women's difficulty in resolving the conflict
between commitment to family and work can be found in
the number of women in top level positions who have fain.
ilies. Few women do.

Studies in the corporate world have found that, while most
highly successful men are married and have children, few
highly successful women have children and many are not mar
tied either. In 1984, the Wall Street Journal reported that 52
percent of the women who had achieved the status of vice
president or higher were childless, compared to 7 percent
of the men. Fortune magazine surveyed the 1973 women MBA
graduates of Harvard Business School 10 years later and found
that 53 percent were childless. Hennig and Jardim (1977)
studied 25 women who had reached top management posi
tions in industry and business by 1970. Successful women,
they found, paid a high price for their achievements "until
their mid-thirties their personal lives were mortgaged to pay
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for tlwir careers- (p. xv).
While statistics on women profess( ws with children are not

as readily availahk, at (me instituthm it Wa.s fi mund that 1' per
cent of the female full professors and H2 percent of the male

lull profesmirs had children ( I lensel 199) ). NiNev and Vierra
( 19K0) noted a trend ..tt Northwestern Ilniversity fi mr y( )(Inger
pnifi.ssiiinal women to remain childless because they are niA

infident that a career and nu itherk x id can be suet04.41311y
ci imbined. More than two thirds of the 'acuity w(imen (iver
in had children while less than one third of the Wonlyn under

in had children. Rept irting ( in the si.dus of her study (if female
(hit:kir:11 stmlents. Kantn mit/ 1981) says that of the 12
wolvich who finished Ph.D. work ( 19S8 63 ), only 3 hokl reg
ular appointments. Of du ise, only 1 Married and had chiklret
'Me (Aher 9, including kantr(mitz, married and lud children
but were ( wily ahk. to work part time and at intervals.

Nearly loo Years ag( :harlotte l'erkins autluc let

turer. and Sl

IVO hire MI arranged life that a Mill Mai hal e

a .J.(4111111% lure, cumpaniiiuship. domeslicur mu! futherbtxrd
and yel ?Villain all ?knit' of age arul (wintry we
hue NI', arranged life, on the other hand Au a ayonall
Masi 't I?????Se'. She whisi caber lilt' alone, unlowd, nntom
pruned, unceired .for, homeless, childless, uith her uviri.' in
the ill .for sole (Immolation; or guy up uy sen.ice for

the 'ors of hire, InidlPerbin)d and di?nlesnc Arriiiv(19(k6,
el())

while the chi Iices Ii KLIV JIt 11( )1 ;IS bleAk s tlai 1se palmed

',dm:in, women, it seems. still must make a ( hoice
hetween high .1( luevement and having a faintly; a choice that
lip Psi mut) ciii iii it have to niake

What women expected
Alum Wnicii began entering the wurk Ii ir«. in large numl)ers
and (. inirming liii high level careers in the late 19605. they

wanted to he treated eqtully III men and (Ape( ted Ii compete
in equal terms. 'Hwy attended c( ;Hew and graduate

mid prepared theniselve., diet- ways h a- (he careers they
wanted. vidul they did not anticipate was that, 0111 With cqual
educational backgrutinds, mid equal artl'SS guaranteed l)s
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law, there were still areas of serious inequality which they
could not control. Wendy Williams, testifying at congressional
hearings in 1977, said:

It Ls fair to say that mast of the disadtaruages imposed on
uomen, in the work force and elseuhere, derive from the
central reality of tbe capacity of women to become pregnant
and the real and supposed implications of this realio,
(United States Congress. Pregnancy Disability Act of 1978,
p. 123).

Women did not anticipate the intensity of the conflict
between work and family when they began seeking career
status equal to that of men.

Time as a Source of Conflict
Time is a critical element in the conflict between work and
family. Working women are short of time, and finding enough
time to get everything done presents many stressful conflicts.
Time is a factor in another way, too. For women who wish
to have children, time can be a factor in planning when to
have children and assessing the risks of stopping a career to
give birth and perhaps to spend a few months or years
devoted exclusively to raising a child. Recently, Connie
Chung, a popular TV news anchorwoman, announced she
would cut back on her career to attempt to have a child. At
age 44 she felt she had little time left for childbirth. While
her level of success and career demands may be greater than
those faced by the typical woman professional, her dilemma
is not at all unusual.

When women joined the work force, they did not neces
sari!), give up any other responsibilities. Married women still
assume the major responsibility for managing a home, and
mothers assume the major responsibility for raising children.
Hochschild (1989) found that women work 15 hours per
week more than men or, stated another way, they work an
extra month of 24.hour days each year. Time is a major area
of conflict for professional women. There is never enough
time to do the things one must do to advance professionally,
to do what needs to be done at home, and to respond to the
needs of growing children. Leisure time and sleep are the
areas where women borrow time for other responsibilities.

Leiswe time
and sleep are
the amas
where women
borrow time
for other
responsibilities.
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EqmsZty at bone?
Just as it i. myth that women have achieved equality in
higher education, so is it a myth that women have achieved
equality in the home. In studies of the distribution of house
work and child care, researchers (Seeborg 1988) found that
men do not share equal responsibility for household and
child care duties. Burden and Giogim found that, among cur
porate employees, there was no difference in the amount of
hinisewcirk chine by men who had stay at Nate wives and
t hi tie who had wt irking wives. Interestingly, althtiugh many
men report that they shay equally in homework, when actual
hours are iallied or their respcinses are compared with their
wiv's responses, the equality is more a perception than a
130

Seehorg studied 101 couples where at least one partner
held a faculty position. She found that men underestimated
the time their wives spent on housewtwk and that wives were
fairly accurate about the amount of time their husbands spent
on housework. It may lw that men cannot accuratdy estimate
ihe amount of tinw a woman spends di iing the laundry, gro
eery shopping, cooking dinner, or putting the children to bed
because they do not regular!y perform these activities. If hus
bands who benefit daily from their wives' household activities
arc unaware of the arm nint of time involved in keeping a
home gtiing, then it is unlikely that empkiyers, who are mostly
mak, VA nik1 be aware t if the anumnt i if time women spend
working "a second shift.' in the evening on lit inw chores.

Parenthood
1)eciding when to have a child is a maitir pn Allem ft ir faculty
women. Teaching university level dames is not the sort of
work where one can easily find a replacement. Giving birth
in the middle of the semester is stremful 1kw the new mother
and also is disruptive to her students. Women professors who
want to have children often try to "schedule" the birth of their
children in the summer when they may nt have teaching
responsibilities. Scheduling births is not always an easy matter,
!kiwi:v(1.

Women also must think about the time in their career when
it is hest to have children. One reas4in Yogev and Vierra may
have found younger faculty women remaining childless is
that they are postponing childbirth until after they have
achieved prt)nuitk in and tenure. Faculty women often "nuirt
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gage" their personal lives to avoid being derailed on the ten-
ure track. The University of Virginia study of the status of
women noted that women experienced undue stress because
they were striving for tenure during their prime childbearing
years.

Tenure may not he the blessing it is perceived to he either.
While the woman may safely cut hack on research, writing,
and university service once she has achieved tenure, she may
not feel comfortable in doing so. The awarding of tenure usu
ally means that the professor has achieved a level of recog-
nition among her colleagues. Recognition is often accom
panied by more requests to write articles, edit journals, and
participate in important university committees, and more
access to decision.makers within the university and within
one's profession. To give up the opportunities resulting from
tenure to have a child is not an easy decision, and women
often assess what effect it will have on their career.

Most women have found that there is no ideal time to have
a child when one is also involved in a professional career.

The Value of a Woman's Career
In dual-career families, most couples would suggest that both
careers are equally valued. Their actions, however, often pre
sent contradictory evidence. Which career is more highly
valued can be judged in many ways, from simple things like
which parent stays home from work.to care for a skk child
to which spouse is more likely to be the follower when a geo
graphical career change is made.

In a study of dual career couples in higher education. Wei
shaar, Chiararalli, nd Jones (1984) found that 75 percent of
men interviewed felt their careers were of equal imix)rtance
to those of their wives; only 15 percent of men thought their
own career was more important. The women who were inter-
viewed, however, had a different perception. Just a little over
half of women felt that their careers were of equal importance
to those of their husbands.

" he financial rewards of the career play an understandably
large part in the importance attached to a career. Men and
women begin their careers at relatively equal levels of pay,
hut women's wages tend to peak at about age 30 while men's
peak at age 45. The birth of the first child creates more role
segregatiou in the family and also has a negative impact on
the earning power of the woman ( Hood 1983). When a worn-
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an's salary is 40 percent or more of her husband's salaryor
slw has a more prestigious job, she is more likely to be
viewed as a coprovider. When a woman is perceived as mak
ing an equal or nearly equal financial contribution to the farm
ily, she is more likely to share power in the maniage. Shared
power equates with more involvement of the husband in
housework and child care (Gilbert 1985).

From the point of view of family welfare, it is an entirely
reasonable expectation that if the man cams more money,
he should not have to stay home from work tocare for a sick
child. Putting the higher paying spouse in jeopardy of losing
out on career advancement is not in the hest interests of the
family. Such decisions, however, place additional burdens
on the female employee who must stay home with the sick
child.

A woman faculty member found that even when she was
the only employed parent, her husband's career still seemed
to take precedence over her own. Responding to a university
questionnaire on gender difkrences in retention, she said:

The reason iv . . . a deveraw struggle for time. 31). hus-
band still has no job and consequemly spends more and
more time on academic uurk at home, feeling that be needs
to establish himsdf as a leading scholar in order to find a
position. %Ill, 3 children under 10, I fed I hart a much
bigger share of family responsibiNies than be does"a
versify of Wisconsin 1988, p. 371.

While mobility studies indicate that women are willing to
move to secure a better academic appointment, women have
constraints on their mobility (Bell 1989: Rosenfeld and Jones
1987 ). They are likely to take family income and availability
of spousal employment into account in decisions to make
a geographic move. If the husband's income and career poten-
tial are higher than the wife's, then the husband's career is
likely to haw a higher family priority.

A husband's mobility may have a negative impact on a
female professor's career if she has difficulty in finding a new
position. Many women find themselves moving from one vis
iting professorship to another is they follow their htEthands
without ever establishing a permanent position. Some insti-
tutions have recognized the difficulties dual career couples
face in finding two suitable positions. Oregon State 17niv,Isity
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(Stafford and Spanier 19901 states (in all rxisitii n anninince
!WAS that it has a polky id being resrx)nsive to the needs
of dual career couples. Oregon provides a placement service
for spotises and collaborates with other local employees.
Other institutions will hire the spouse, if possible, or allow
a couple to share a position when feasible.

Male/Female Differences in Family Orientation
Men's involvement in the family is not usually as intense as
women's. Men rep( wt less conflict between Nork and family
roles (Justus. Freitag. and Parker 1987: Simeone 197) while
women seem to have a stronger sense of i hligatic in to nurture
the family (Weishaar. Chiaravalli, and Jones 1984). In pan,
this difference in i rientath in toward the family stems from
different social attitudes all( nit maternal and paternal roles
in the family.

A woman rarely is criticized fig- being too devoted to her
family: she may incur social censure, however, if she appears
overly devoted to her work at her family's expense. She also

ws not receive reccignitli in fix- her devothin to her family.
In the community it is expected that a woman will place a
high priiirity on family matters and nix let wi
ities interfere with her ability to meet family obligations. At
work she is advised nig to numb( in her family (Berg 19W).

A man, on the other hand, is rarely criticized if he is more
involved with his work than his family. A man who places
work responsibilities ahead of family obligations is viewed
as meeting tbe expectations of being a w xxi pn wider. When
the father is wi irking he is making a necessary onitribution
to the family, and cannot be criticized for that. If he also is
highly involved with lii family, he is praised, since it is not
expected that he should assume many family duties.

That phem mien( in is miist iilwious in the RV( inst. (if xi
ety to single parents. A single father is perceived as almost
stintly, while single mothers are perceived as providing
hi mics that are 11(4 utile ahk. Ui meet the needs III children,

'the careers of hi 411 men and women can be affected by
family demands. Nten in high level management positii His
often see the family as interfering with wi irk and repi in that
they receive their prinialy sttisfaction from wt irk rather than
family activities ( 1 hxkl 1983 ). When companies provide par
ental leave t ir the birth or adoptii in (if a new child, few men
take advantage ( if the opportunity (Sheinberg 1988). While
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the company may provide parental leave benefits, managers
often feel that men are not sufficiently committed to their
careers if they take time off for family conceins. Men probably
are reluctant to use parental leave became they fear a negative
impact on their future career advancement. Women must take
some time off from work at the birth of a child, and most
would like to take as much time as possible. Women, too, fear
the effect of maternity/parental leave on their careers, but
many also recognize the importance of caregiving to the
young infant and do not want to delegate that responsibility.

Child-rearing: a woman's issue
Child-rearing has long been viewed as a women's issue rather
than a social issue. Felice Schwartz, president of Catalyst,
recently suggested in the Hanard Business Review ( 1989)
that corporations should establish two career tracks for
women, one which recognizes that career is a primary interest
of women and another which recognizes that family is a pri-
mary interest. Women who opt for the career-primary track
would be promoted more quickly and would not be res-
trained by corporate perceptions of family interference in
women's abilities to function at levels equal to those of their
male colleagues. Women who opt for the famity-primary track
would he able to take time off for childrearing and essentially
would trade opportunities to progress on a Era track to high
level management positions for the corporation's indulgence
toward family interests.

While severely criticized by feminists, Schwartz recognized
that family involvement and work responsibilities often are
in serious conflict. Aisenberg and Harrington (1988) suggest
that women be given a longer time to achieve tenure and that,
whe-n a woman's accomplishments are evaluated at tenure
review, her personal responsibilities should be taken into con-
sideration. Polatnick (1980 believes that men do not par-
ticipate to any significant degree in childrearing because they
know that parenthood has an adverse effect on their occu
pational prospects. Other researchers (Hochschild 1989; Hood
1983 ) have found that, even in couples who initially plan a

marriage based on equal sharing of household and family
responsibilities, once the first child arrives roles become more
traditit mai and segregated.

A llniversity of Wisconsin, Madison, study of gender dif-
ferences in faculty retention found that vAnnen spent con
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-77.

siderably more time on child care than men, almost two and
a half times more (1988). In a question about the availability
and quality of child me, 40 percent of the Mlle respondents
with children under 10 years of age said the question had no
applimbility to them. Closer examination of the data found
that those responding "not applioble" were married men.
Perhaps their wives managed all of the child twe arrange-
ments or stayed home to care for the children.

A study of caregiving activities of faculty in a major mid
western university found that nearly 28 percent more men
than women reported never having experienced a conflict
between the demands of a child and wt tic (Riemenshneider
and Harper 1990). Women reported feelings of guilt about
work/family conflict almost twice as often as men. Even more
disturbing, of the 360 respondents, no man reported delays
in tenure or promotion attributed to caregiving responsibili
ties, hut 11 percent of the women experienced delays.

Strew Factors In Academe
Time constraints and role conflicts are significant stresors
for women Etculty. Ratner (1980) found that employed
women average 70 hours of work per week including house-
work and child care. With the average professor working 55
hours per week, women faculty are likely to work 80 or more
hours per week. A University of Wisconsin, Madison, study
found that the university was not responsive to the time con-
straints and role conflicts of women faculty, especially those
who were mothers. One woman who WaS a parent during her
probationary period commented:

As a sim4le mom /found the probatbriary period tbe MOSt

stressful, unforgiting lonesome arid painful in my life.
. . I dit; 'make it' hut belierw it k, not a system desigrwd for
peg* without wiles ie, partners uho take care of life
uhik the junior professor gets tenure I'd say my dwartment
with few eulptions I and the unir,ersity did nothing to 1,4)

me as a single mom in a difficult position. Years later it
hurts to remernherhow hard it uas (p. 37).

Other women faculty have commented that they feel torn
between their need to spend more time at work and more
time at home (Win and Lourick 1988). One journalism pro-
fetisor said that she felt guilty when she was with her children
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because she should be writing, and when she WM writing she
felt guiky because she wasn't with her children (McMillan
1987). In the corporate world, employer inflexibility in regard
to family issues has an adverse effect on productivity. If an
employer is perceived as unsupportive of family concerns,
employee stress and job dis.satisfaction increase (Rodgers and
Rodgers 1989 ).

Male Wm's/Family Conflict
Some men have recognized that work: family conflict is not
just a woman's is,sue. These men are fathers who wish to be
a significant factor in their children's lives; in doing so, they
have given up some of their commitment to work. These
fathers' choices and the conflict they feel about their choices
are similar to thuse working mothers face every day. "Attitudes
of men concerning work and fami!y issues are rapidly
approaching those of women," according to Faith A. Wohl,
director of Dupont's Work Force Partnering Division (1989,
P. 183 ).

Family work conflict for men is also soimewhat different
from women's conflict. Men's usually higher income places
them in the role of the primary provider, and many men see
their contributions as providers as a significant indication of
their comnlitment to family ( Licher 1990). Several recent
employee surveys have found that many men are feeling con
flicts over their desire to be successful in their c.treer as well
as successful parents.

In an employee survey conducted by Dupont, almost half
( if the male workers rep( ined difficulties with child care arrange.
ments. In a similar survey conducted by AT&T, almost three-

)urths of the fathers said they were concerned about family
issues while at work. Robert Half International, a San Francisco)
personnel recruiting firm, found in a survey of 1,000 men and

)men that 74 percent of men woukl prefer a job that offered
more time for family rather than a fast track position. But
employers appear unaware of this trend. A survey of 440
southern California personnel executives found that only I
in 10 felt that creating family options for employees would
increase their wmpetitive advantage in hiring (Schaeter 1989).

A survey of women university employees, however, found
that women overwhelmingly thought a child care center and
parental leave IN they Would be attractive recruitment strategies
(i1u )rner 19891.



Created In the Male Image
The structure of university professorships reflects the male
dominance of not only the university but society at large. Pro-
fessorships were originally designed for men who had wives
at home not only to care for home and children but also to
provide support for the man's career. Professors work more
hours th= nearly every other profession, take the most work
home, and in the past were the least likely to spend time with
their children or assist their wives with housework (Kanter
1977). This is the legacy inherited by women professors.

While male professors may not have helped their wives in
the past, wives provided considerable help to their husbands.
A peak into the acknowledgments of books written by pro
fessors prior to the 1960s indicates how often authors rec-
ognized their wives' "invaluable assistance," which may have
included typing, reading and critiquing manuscripts, acting
as sounding boards, and sometimes even assisting in the
research.

Men received support in other ways as well. The wife was
responsible for all domestic matters, including scheduling
social affairs which may have helped her husband's career.
It has been said that a professorship is really a two-person
career. While most men and women can no longer count on
their spouse to be available as an unpaid assistant, the uni
versity has not changed its expectations of the faculty to reflect
two-career families (Miller 1986 ). Since women are competing
with men who assume fewer family responsibilities, the bur
den for women faculty is especially difficult.

The average faculty workload of 55 hours per week means
that many faculty work considerably more hours to achieve
promotion and tenure (Yuker 198-i ). Some institutions, such
as the University of Wisconsin. Madison (1988), are heginning
to look at these issues. but not enough universities have
realized that faculty performance is measured by 3 structure
almost designed for high stress, if not failure.

Changes In the Faculty Career
In the past, a sense of community has been a defining char
acteristic of universities and colleges. Community came from
a set of shared ralues of reflection, study, search for truth, and
critical examination of ideas. Students and professors were
mutually engaged in the pursuit of commonly defined intel
lectual goals. At large universities the sense of community

bas been
said ibat a
professonbip
is ratify a
tsvo-person
career.
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developed more from engagement in study and rest-arch and
the acknowledgement that all ideas and hypotheses were
open to question than from a deeply personalized approach
to education.

At smaller universities the sense of community came from
pers(mal engagements as well as ctimmon commitment to
intellectual pursuits. Professors and their families were
involved in students' education. The homes of professors were
open to student visits, the wives and children of professors
were included in university activities, and the life of the uni-
versity was the life of the professor and his family. Kanter des-
cribed this type of career as "absorptive- (1977). This is the
extent to which a career draws in the family of the employee
and pervades all aspects of the individual's life. The faculty
career has been one of high absorption.

Cbanging times
But times have changed. Bowen and Schuster, as they inter-
viewed faculty across the country, found that the sense of col-
legiality based on personal relationships had largely disap.
peared ( 1986). Collegiality today is based more on common
goals than on friendships.

Community. Those who remembered different times
lamented the passing of the close university community.
Changes outside the university, as well as inside, have made
it imp mil* to maintain the university community as an
entity. Faculty may not live in the town or city where the uni-
versity is located. In some cases, such as UCLA. faculty can
no longer afford to buy homes near the university. In other
cases, a husband may work on one campus and his wife on
another, and the couple will live somewhere in between the
two campuses.

Many sp)uses must cluxise which activities on which cam
pus will be included in their sodal lives. They cannot attend
all of the expected events for two careers. Inviting students
to the professor's home for the last night of class may be too
mudi of a burden when one spouse is not honw all day to
clean the house and prepare the meal. Faculty may not even
live in homes large enough to accommodate a small class of
10 (Jr 12 students. Commuting may make it more difficult for
faculty to stay late in the afternoon to talk with students or
colleagues. Lunch time may he spent running errands, and
so even that social aspect of work may have changed.
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Faculty. The nature of the faculty has changed, too. Even
though minority and women faculty are still small in propor-
tion to white male faculty, they have had an impact on the
community feeling of a campus. It is easier to maintain a
sense of community when all members share common
beliefs, a common heritage, and a common way of life. This
is no longer the case. Many people challenge the traditional
curriculum because they think it no longer reflects all ele-
ments of the population. They challenge traditional activities
because they may be offensive to particular groups of people.
And the need to be more respectful of people's differences
means that daily interactions between people are challenged.

language. language has had to change; some words are no
longer in use and other words have been added to our every.
,day vocabulary. Even the buildings on campus have had to
change to accommodate physically handicapped students and
faculty. What has not changed is the structure of the university
and the expectations of faculty.

Bringing Structures into Line with Reality
The structure of the university must change; at the very least
it must change to retied the realities of the lives of its
employees. It would he better if the university could lead the
way toward creating a new social order which is healthier and
more satisfying for all people involved in the university.
Higher education plays a significant role in influencing current
social practices and priorities; it also is the training ground
for those who will be developing social practices in the future.

tniversities must begin to recognize that individuals are
more than empluiees, that they have lives outside of the insti-
tution. The contributions that one makes outside of work
should he valued as much as those made inside the work.
place. The role of a university professor has changed over the
years. It has expanded to include research, participa on in
university governance, and public service as well as teaching.
Each area consumes the professor's time, creative energy, and
intellect.

Perhaps it is appropriate to examine these roks and deter-
mine whether it is still possible to expect faculty to engage
in all of them simultaneously.
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Thathing
The university's most important mission is to educate the next
generation of young people who will become our business,
education, political, legal, and medical leaders. To be an effec-
tive teacher, one must know the subject thoroughly and know
how to present the material in a way which makes it challeng-
ing and understandable to students. Effective teachers know
how to organize material so that it is engiging to students
and stimulates them to pursue the topic beyond what can be
discussed in the short timespan of the class.

Research on teaching effectiveness indicates that personal
interaction between student and professor is important. Stu-
dents must feel that professors are approachable and will help
them if they experience learning difficulty. Professors must
therefore have strong interpersonal skills as well as a knowl-
edge of learning styles and characterigics. As education
becomes more inclusive, these tasks become more difficult.
Professors are no longer facing only white middle class stu-
dents with backgrounds similar to their own. Their teaching
must respond to student diversity.

The knowledge base in almost every field also has
expanded as we move to a more global approach in nearly
every discipline. The world is changing rapidly, and changes
in one part of the world may affect the organization of a dis
cipline at universities. When the Soviets sent Sputnik into
space in 1957. it was not just NASA that felt the impact. The
training of scientific researchers in the United States was ques
cloned, as well as the science education of elementary and
secondary school teachers. Curricula in these areas were trans-
formed in a relatively short period of time.

Recent events in Eastern Europe also have had an effect
on the teaching of history, political science, economics, and
sociology on American college campuses. Professors must
spend a good deal of time reading and reflecting on these
changes as they incorporate them into their classes.

Bowen and Schuster (1986) fould that faculty have a sense
that they are dealing with infinity, that they will never catch
up on all the new knowledge they feel they need in order
to teach effectively The decrease in time for collegial rela-
tionships and a decrease in the availability of travel funds has
made it more difficult for professors to sort through the grow-
ing knowledge base.

When professors roles expand beyond teaching and teach-
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ing itself expands, professors find themselves facing a serious
time crunch. There may not be enough time in the day to do
all that is expected. One area that may be cut is preparation
for teaching. Workload studies seem to indicate that faculty
are not working more hours but rather that they are reaming-
ing priorities within the available number of hours (Bowen
and Schu.ster 1986).

Bowen argues that faculty may be suffering from deferred
maintenance; they do not have enough time available to ade-
quately maintain their intellectual capital. This, of course, has
a direct impact on the quality of teaching they are able to
provide.

Researcb andpubNcation
Research is becoming increasingly imporunt in achieving pro-
motion and tenure. Even on campuses which have been tra-
ditionally teaching colleges, research is expected. Younger
fiiculty feel more pressure to publish than has been the case
in the past, and this has created a glut of articles for profes-
sionai journals. Many editors are suggesting that the quality
of research and writing which they receive is not very high.
Finding the t!rne and funds to do quality research is difficult.

University governance
Thaditionally, faculty have panic ipated in university manage
ment. At Yeshiva University, faculty participation in university
management was so extensive that they were denied the right
to bargain collectively because it was determined they were
part of management. Faculty serve on search and peer review
committees which are responsible for the hiring, firing, and
promotion of faculty. They determine university curriculum.
They may participate in the budgeting process, in recruitir A
new students and reviewing admissions policies, and in rais
ing money for the university.

All of these activities take time, and each has become more
complex in recent years. Admissions is no longer simply find-
ing students who meet the standards of the institution. Admis
sions must take into account legal issues of discrimination
and immigration, male/female balance, and reaching out to
underrepresented groups.

Faculty may gnimble about the amount of time spent on
committee assignments, but governance on many campuses
is a sacred cow and faculty often resist any attempts by the
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administration to infringe on Faculty participation in university
governance.

Community service
The community often views faculty as a resource, and the uni-
versity fosters this attitude as part of its public relations policy.
Political science faculty may be asked to advise city govern .

ment on a new policy, a chemist may be asked to serve on
a hazardous waste task force, a psychologist may be asked
to assist the public schools in developing a suicide prevention
program. These activities also take time, often a great deal
of time because they are consultative by nature.

Parental Leave
Establishing maternity and parental leave policies is a step
institutions can take to reduce the level of work/Family con-
flict. Few universities have taken even this beginning step,
however. Recent surveys of small liberal arts colleges and
research universities found that most respondents made few
provisions for maternity leave beyond those mandated by the
Pregnancy Disability Act (laughlin and itout.Baretta 1990;
Hensel 1990).

The Pregnancy Disability Act of 1978 (PDA), an amendment
to the 196-4 Civil Rights Act, included pregnancrrelated con-
ditions in the definition of sex discrimination. The PDA
requires employers who provide disability leave and disability
insurance coverage to consider pregnancy as a covered dis.
ability. In addition, employers who guarantee employment
upon return from a disability leave must also guarantee
employment after a pregnancy leave.

The passage of the PfM was considered a step forward for
working women, hut it does not solve all of the problems of
discrimination related to pregnancy. Since the PDA has been
in effect, there has been an increase in the number of lawsuits
filed by women who were either fired or passed over for pro-
motion because of pregnancy (Bureau of National Affairs
1987 ).

In addition, some companies and institutions may use preg
nancy as a de facto performance evaluation (R)st 1989).
When polides are not carefully spelled Out, it is Often left to
the dean or department head to determine how a leave will
be provided. If a faculty member is one th university wants
to retain, accommodations might be made and an extended
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leave may he provided. lf, however, the faculty member is
one the university does not want to retain, the pregnancy
leave may become more difficult.

Policy implications
There is probably little disagreement that a maternity leave
of three months or longer would be beneficial for the baby
and mother, but there is widespread disagreement about the
policy implications. Universities in the process of developing
new maternity and/or parental leave policies have wrestled
with the questions of equal treatment for men and women
or preferential treatment for pregnant women.

In the early days of the feminist movement the demand
was for equal treatment, but there is a growing group of fem-
inists who believe that equal treatment is not enough. Some
feminists believe that we need a new kind of preferential treat-
ment that recognizes childbirth as a social responsibility (Rad-
igan 19810. In the past, preferential treatment protected
women from unpleasant work environments such as evening
shift work or certain kinds of physical labor. Protective treat-
ment also limited employment opportunities for women. Pew
would want to return to this type of protection.

A new approach to preferential treatment of pregnant
employees would recognize that equal treatment of men and
women does not provide equal access for women. Women
who hear children and take primary responsibility for child,
rearing are at a disa&anuge in the workplace. Preferential
treatment in the form of emended maternity leave, promotion
practices which take family responsibilities into account, and
work schedules that are compatible with family resrxmsibil-
ities would provide more equal access for women.

Only women can hear children and breastfeed their infants.
These unique characteristics make them different from men
and therefore may warrant special treatment in order to ensure
equality. The way in which we define equality for handi-
capped persons might provide a useful analogy. We take the
differences of handicapped individuals into account and make
adjustments to ensure equal access. Could the sanw principle
hold true for pregnant women and mothers of young
children?

Proponents of equal treatment argue that any provision of
special treatment for women may make employers more
reluctant to hire and promote women into higher level posi-
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tions, They also argue that special treatment supports the tra-
ditional approach to childrearing and that equal twatment
of men and women promotes more shared responsibility for
children (Piccirillo 1988). Fathers need the option of parental
leave if they are to become more fully involved in raising their
young children.

Cost. The cast of providing a comprehensive parental leave
program could be quite high. The Chamber of Commerce
estimated that full funding of the Family Leave Act would have
cost $13 billion (Radigan 1988). l.Tniversities facing declining
enrollments and increased costs may be reluctant to provide
a benefit which is not legally required. The University of Wis.
consin (1988), in a survey of similar institutions, found that
mine of the respondent major research universities provided
maternity leave beyond the legal mandate.

In reviewing the number of faculty who gave birth or
adopted an infant in a single year, Wisconsin found that only
16 of 311 faculty Women became new mothers. The lTniversity
of Redlands cimducted a similar survey of all of its employees
over a three year period and found an average of two preg
nancies a year. The number of pregnancies and adoptions
is not terribly high. Perhaps it would be less expensive to pro
vide leave than to handle the employee turnover and dissat
isfact ion resulting from work family stress.

What experience reveals. Other universities have begun
to examine the problems of mawmity and professorship. The
t 'niversity of California adopted a systemwide policy of stop
ping the tenure clock for one year after childbirth. The (Ili
versify of Oregon has recently adopted a similar policy Such
policies recognize that the combined stres,s of an infant and
striving fi n- tenure may be an imp(NsiHe Sitnatit Hi fiir some
women. Women who take advantage of such a policy will find
themselves slowed in the tenure and promotion process, but
at least they will tit 4 be faced with terminatUm if they need
nu we time to meet tenure requirements,

At siime universities the tenure cl(wk may be skipped with
(nit a specific policy if the woman requests it and her dean
.ipprt ives it. While flexibility is desirable to an extent. the
bsence of a formal ru ilk): places the wiman essentially at
the wily of the dean's attitudes toward maternity leave. Tlw
l'niversity )f Minnesota's IN )Iky allows for a 12 month unpaid
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parental leave. New adoptive mothers and fathers may take
two weeks of informal leave with pay.

The maintenance of fringe benefits, especially medical
insurance, is a critical issue during extended parental leaves.
Amherst College, for example, maintains benefit coverage if
a woman either works part-time for a semester or takes a
semester leave. More often universities require the employee
to pay for benefits while on leave. This is especially difficult
because the income is reduced and paying for benefits is an
added expense.

The health and well being of the child should be a con-
sideration in the development of parental leave possibilities.
If we begin to recognize childrearing as a social responsibility,
then universities are likely to be more responsive to this issue.
Adrienne Rich (1975) argues that universities have used chil-
dren in research and in laboratory schools and that now they
must begin to pay attention to how children are cared for and
socialized. The quality of care provided children is a test of
a society's humanism. Rich would like to see universities
advocate for more humanistic care for children.

Conclusion
Work/family conflicts, although greater for women, are affect-
ing all employees to some extent. The high level of compe
tition and the expectation that career is of primary importance
creates tension in professionals. Universities must begin to
look at the way in which a faculty career is structured and
carefully examine expectations for promotion and tenure in
light of the changes in family configurations and women's
roles.

Work/.family conflicts will only increase as men are
expected by their wives to share more equally in home and
child care responsibilities. If universities want to be compel
itive employers, they must make adjustments in their expec
tations of faculty.
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REAL PEOPLE/REAL PROBLEMS

Women are coping with the difficulties of raising a family and
maintaining a successful career. To get a more personal view
of how people are (wing, research for this monograph in .
chided sending 40 questionnaires and In some cases conduct-
ing a follow-up telephone interview. Women in the study
ranged in age from 27 to 46 at the time of the birth of their
first child. All but three were married. They had between one
and three children =ging in age from inants to teenagers.
The questionnaire was mailed in November 1989. In the 28
returned, most women responded at length, and seemed to
want to talk about the topic. In some cases men who also
experienced difficulty were identified and were interviewed
oy telephone.

This section reports the results of the questionnaire and
the telephone interviews.

Coping Successfully
Patricia receivcd her doctorate in biology at the age of 26 and
had her first child at age 27. She had two children at the time
she responded to the questionnaire. She has published 21
articles and has 6 more in preparation. She would be con-
sidered a prolific writer by the standards used in the Davis
and Astin study. She has also received over $400,000 in grants
to support her research and received a postdoctoral fellowship
at a research center.

Vatricia taught at a prestigious private university for four
years and then moved to a large state university. She changed
universities because she was offered tenure two years early.
The private institution would not grant her tenure until she
had completed the obligatory six years. Because she was
granted tenure without applying for it, she did not experience
the stress associated with the proce&s which many other
women describe. Receiving tenure was, however, very impor-
tant to her because she wanted to have a second child.

She reports that some colleagues were not suprxrtive of
her pregnancy. An older childless woman in her department
told her that "getting pregnant is a terrible career decision."
For her, the most difficult aspects of maintaining a career and
caring for a family are the late afternoon meetings and col
loquia. "Small children need parents then. I hate that conflict,-
she says.

She would find her dual responsibilities easier if there were
more social acceptance of working and having children. She
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nursed both babies and feels that good onsite day care would
have supported her decision. The message that "professional
women should not have children" must he changed, she
believes.

Katherine's story. Katherine was 37 when her first child
vvas born. An associate professor of English and a writer, she
answered the questions at great length hut had no time avail-
able to be interviewed by telephone. She took a junior sab-
batical during the semester when her child was born and
reduced her teaching load by one course the following
Semester.

When asked about the university's respons:veness to her
pregnanky, she said:

The administration is running backwards from this issue
There is no uillingness to view maternity kat. as something
to be guaranteed independent of a sabbatical or summer
leacation or semester break if that's when the baby is
born, my baby was born during tny junior sabbaticaL there-
fore I cinisidered my six iiveks of paid maternity kale
absorbed by the sabbatical The unii.ersity did not. It is
treated as an injurr or disability, the timing of uhich is
fated. and compensation, likewise, falls uhere it falls.

In describing work family conflict, she said:

I needed more time for uork, snore time for my chikl. As
an older mother already into the riser of my u'ork, I found
being al bome almost as unbearable as I did beautiful I
didn't go enough sleep to get much work done When the
baby went &mil for a nap, so did I, imoluntarilr

My husband was at work dur we lire far from our
pareals, so tias 'spelled' by a gifted Ihnong woman who
came to the house 3 hours a deo. t.u.ith her ou'll threeyear
old . . .

uus conflicted, and felt a failure at mothering, thu.arted
at uriting The baby pulled at mr breast, the toeuriter at
in). brain.

Katherine's husband is an adjunct Ft )fessor at ant Aher col
lege. She felt that parental leave for her husband would have
been helpful during the first term after their son's birth.
Instead, her husband was asked to take on an additional



course when a colleague became ill even though there were
many other adjunct professors who would have been happy
to teach the course.

She thinks that the religious affiliation of her husband's col-
lege leads to a belief that mothers should stay home and take
care of babies. Many of her husband's colleagues boast of
never having changed a diaper.

Katherine has been fortunate to find a good child care cen-
ter, but nevertheless she says:

On Site dup care at my college and my busband's colkge
would be a blezing. At 10 months, my child began going
to an infant-toddler center halftime . . The center is miles
from utere we lire but at least relatitely close to uhere 1
work. Fortunately, it is so well run we are thoroughly happy
with it. btly sold loves it. . . .

A well-staffed center at our workplace uvukI bare been
our first preference A pkwe uthere at least one of us could
put in an appearance daily, bate lunch with our little one,
play with him outside during the day, talk to the care-
proriders about him during the day and be there in p flath
if anything uent urung

Those options all exist at the center ubere he goes, but
the convenience does not, so once be is dripped off we do
nut see him again during the afwrnoon until it is time to
pick bins up unless be Le sick, and then it mar take them
a couple of hours to locate ..ine of us.

Coping with Some Difficulty
Karen, an :Associate professor of mathematics, has two chil
dren, 4 years and 9 months. Her husband is on the faculty
of another university. The private university where Karen has
taught for eight rars does not have an extended maternity
leave. it offers disability leave. but Karen did not take it
because she could not find a temporary replacement. Her
child was born in the mid semester, and, as she says, "the real
difficulty is finding someone to take part of a clam and keep
grading polky equitable for students." In addition, since she
was up for tenure the following semester, she thought she
needed the teaching experience. Her husband u)ok an unpaid
leave from his position which was not a tenure track position.
She was awarded tenure.

Karen describes her colleagues as supportive of childbirth

7 was
conflicte4
and felt a
faihav at
mothering
thwarted at
writing."
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and childrearing. She said that her department chair did what
he could to eme her shuation. In addition, she said she did
not feel any particular stigma if she brought her baby to meet-
ings or the office when her child cmre arrangements failed.
She is coming up for promotion to full professor soon and
feels she is weak in publication and that may be a barrier to
her promotion.

Time is her main barrier. 'Teaching and administration
loads make enough day-to-day demands that I do not have
blocks of time to work on research," she said. "It's also harder
to travel to conferences." Karen and a colleague have had a
book under way for several years. It is finished but needs edit-
ing. Since the birth of her child, she has not had time to focus
on the project.

What would have made her pregnancy and the first few
months after childbirth easier? Karen said:

Both pregnancies were okay; I didn't mind teaching up to
delitery But I uould have liked time after the delivery with-
out immediate deadlines papers to mark, other business
to (mend to. The first uveks ( ulth a baby ) are very vecial
and I fed lost much of that specialness.

Beth's story. Beth is a professor of sociology at a large public
research university. She and her husband, also a professor,
have two children. Beth was hired for her first job in the fall
of 1980, became pregnant in November, and had her first
child in the summer of 1981 when she was 29 years old. 'Avo
years later she had her second child, horn in February.

Her university provides three morals of maternity leave
(covered by the sick leave policy), but she took no leave for
either pregnancy. Beth indicated that she felt pressure nol
to take any leave because it would be viewed as a sign of
weakness. She felt that some of her colleagues expected her
to fail when she tried to combine both children and a career.
she comments. "Although I lived through the experience, my
marriage remained intact, and I did receive tenure in 1986.
I nearly killed myself." In discussing the conflicts she felt
about work and family, Beth states-

need more tune hr n'ork The chikl demanded uhat he
needed. The work did not demand as Ion* (After my sec.



ond child was born . . the pull of both wanting to be a
mother and succezful in my career (was stressful). Students
wanted to discuss their research. I bad to adminkler mY
grunts, I had to teach my classes, but I bad to take care of
the children. lf the kids got sick and had to be taken to the
doctor or could not go to day care, I woukl go over the edge
Also, I could not slur* on weekend& The stress wets great
on weekend&

Beth felt that three months off would have helped her cope
with the babies. But, more importantly, she felt that supportive
attitudes on the part of her colleagues would have been the
most help. She felt that her colleagues gave up on her. She

said that their expectation that she would fail served to
encourage her became she developed an attitude of "I'll show
themr' but, nevertheless, it was emotionally stressful.

Paying the Price
Susan was not able to manage childrearing and her first faculty
position. She had a difficult pregnancy and a department
which she did not feel was supportive of combining a schol
arly career and motherhood. Susan said:

The administration was not responsim to the vecial
demands of childrearing I think this is the issue more than
prtgnancy The first .1-war of my daughter's kfe uas thefifth
jvar of my employment at the universitv Because I con-
tknwd to teach co well as care for my child, it uas clear that
I 'timid not meet the publication requirements for tenure
that t var. So I requested and received permission to dekty
applkation until my Awl ).war in his letter requesting this
delay, my department head said that 'the birth of her first
chikl had a significant, negatitx, effect on the detwkpment
of her profmional careerY

The wording seemed be setting me up for trouble kiiqr
on and alco revealed a ttew of chiklbearing as an gawk
imaw reason for needing additional time to uurk mum&
tenure. The delay in application meant that . . . I woukl not
have another chance to apply u as in fact denied tenure
the rievt year, ne Tenure and Promotion Appeas Commit-

_ tee ruled in tuv furor, but their decision didn't change the

unit,ersity president's mind Sex discrimbration aixratated
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by my decision to Mile a chiki probahk u.as at the core of
the denial

Susan explained that her department head and some others
in the department questioned one of her publications because
it was in an edited book. She considered their refusal to count
the boiik as discriminatory because the same group granted
tenure to a man the previous year who also had one publi-
cation in an edited book. "My image as a 'pregnant woman'
or 'mother' may have made it even more difficult tor these
southern good old boys' to regard me as a real scholar," she
said.

Susan is now teaching at another university which has a
heavy teaching load but lower expectations for research and
publication. She believes that she will he successful in achiev-
ing tenure.

Mary's story. Mary graduated Phi Beta Kappa and sumn
cum laude from a prestigious private university. After cony
pkiing a PhD. in psychology in 1976, she did postdoctoral
ork in industrial psychology. tier resume includes 22 pub-

lished journal articles. She has two children and a supportive
husband. I ier difficulty stems from trying to accommidate
two careers in one family.

Mary said that she and her husband, also a professor, had
planned to have a first child while in graduate scluxil. She
had three miscarriages and was sick a lot during graduate
schi as a result. -Faculty there were great," she said, "I think
because they already knew and respected me and my wi
Also, I wasn't competing with them."

I ler first child was born in 1975 and she interviewed for
academic jc)bs that spring. I ler husband accr)mpanied her on
all interviews to tend the baby between kedings. The couple
tried to find jobs together for the next several years. Mary took
three temporary jobs hiving they'd become permanent. This.

course, made research difficult and inviAved many new
oirse preparations plus time mi wing and hunting for jobs

"all the while cariag for an infant."
For a time her husband commuted and was only home on

weekends. "Being :1 single parent and a first year faculty per
son in a new community %vas difficult,- she said "I often took
my daughter to my office, hut 1 never got the feeling my col
leagues ( about 25 males and one other female) approved.'"
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When her daughter was a year old, Mary's husband took
the year off (unpaid paternity leave) "so I could concentrate
on my work," she said. "His colleagues thought he was insane.
This definitely WAS a career setback for him." Mary taught until
her second child was born in 1978 and then left teaching for
a year.

Then the couple got jobs together, her husband's on a ten-
ure track and hers "temporary and with good prospect&" This
ushered in two years that were fairly stable. Then her iob was
terminated. "I decided to throw in the towel and pursue non-
academic ia)s," Mary said. She retrained in industrial psychol-
ogy. The Family relocated and she worked in consulting.
Though her work involved lots of traveling, by and large she
found people in industry more understanding of family needs
than people in academia.

In 1985, she joined a psychology department in a tenure
line job, "thinking that was what I had hoped for. What I
found, instead, was that I was punished for the compromises
and the flexibility I had shown over the years." Her punish-
ment took various forms: Because she had not published
while working outside of academia, when first year evalua
lions were given, she was penalized because she had no arti
cks in print even though she had research started and even
submitted. She was given no raise.

Because the department averaged ratings over a three yetr
period, she carried that "unproductive" year for three years.
And since she had changed fields, she was given no credit
toward tenure:promotion salary. She started as a new Ph.D.
at a low salary.

By her fourth year, Mary said, she was rated in the top
fourth of the department, "but was told I was too far behind
to have any hope at tenure." Next she applied for an opening
for an associate full professor in education/psydlology at the
same institution and was hired. Again, though, she was penal-
ized because of her prior experience which "was uxi diverse."
She was hired at the assistant level, at a lowered salary than
was advertised and "so here lam, 41 years old, still an unte
mired professor."

In assessing her career path, Mary said:

Tbe 'reasons' are more Climplex than dua family/career
respmsibllities, but sbow a opical pattern. Wionen often
have to be flevible to make dual career and family obliga
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lions work, but unitersities detalueflexibility everyone

has to come out at age 26 or 27, get a job immediately, pub-

lish lots from the btginnin& all on the same topic. Any gaps

in academi c jobs, any changes in research area, and you're

doomed
When academks see my vita, they usually write me off

because Ii held too many jobs, taught too many different
courses, dune research M too many areas, and dune too

many nonacademic things . . In short, I'm not very employ-
able in academia, despite ubat I think is a pretty good

record My ilta just doesn't look like a man's
I don't think my situation iv much different than many

uomen's My husband and I started off equaltv, with degrees

from the same school He he@ed more than any other hus-

band I know let mu; he's a full professor, with tenure,
making 50percent more money. We hate two uonderful
kids and an evcellent marriage, but I stillfeel that the .9stem

ought to be able to accommodate me a little better. It's not

that the system doesn't help women: it's that there are sig-
nifkant barriers to anwne who takes a slightly different
career path.

Mary added that in some ways her husband's success is

ant Aher barrier. When he has an appointment with a university
vice president and she has an appointment with a student,

"who cancels to wait for the plumber'? When life is a zero sum

game. women lose.-

Men Balancing Career and Family
While men do not seem to be having as much difficulty hal
ancing career and family as women. stgne men have found

the academic system not supportive of their particular

situations.

Bob's ptory. Bob received his PhD. at the age of 25. His first

position was at a private liberal arts institution. He describes

his early wars as driven. He wanted to be a good teacher, to
do significant research, and to publish. He was successful in

all areas and was awarded tenure after six years. Then his wife

became pregnant. Initially, he had some reservations about

becoming a parent. When the baby was horn, however, he

quickly changed his way of thinking,
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His wife WAS a public school teacher and she returned to
work shortly after the baby was born. Bob adjusted his sched-
ule so that he could be home to care for the baby. He said
he often found himself saying he could l'ot attend meetings
at certain times because he had child care responsibilities.
He found that his professional focus was changing. He still
enjoyed the contact with students and his teaching, but he
was less interested in the research and publishing.

He felt guilty about not maintaining his former work ethos
and it bothered him that he was not as available to the uni.
versity. But he enjoyed his involvement with his daughter and
also felt that his life was more balanced. A second child was
born two years later. As he became more involved with raising
his children, he found that the guilt he felt earlier changed
to satisfaction. He Was convinced that he was making the right
choices, that a healthy balanced life involved commitment
to family as well AS commitment to work.

While he Was able to find support among colleagues for
the changes he was making, he felt that the university would
noi ultimately be flexible enough to value his teaching and
commitment to family and allow him to devalue his research.
So he resigned his tenured position and moved with his fam-
ily to another pact of the country, Now he is teaching under-
graduate students in a research university as a non-tenure
track professor. He has taken a significant cut in pay but he
has gained the control he wanted over his life. He is able to
maintain his own personal sense of integrity by putting his
energies into teaching and his family.

While the choices were not easy, Bob describes his life as
one of balance and personal satisfaction. He is recognized
for his outstanding teaching, he is able to pursue his intel-
lectual interests, and his family is happy. He only wonders
why the academic system cannot incorporate such choices
into the mainstream. Bob also thinks that universities may
he providing role models for students that are perpetuating
the conffici between work and family. He remembers an espe-
cially bright student who had a great deal of difficulty in
deciding what to do after graduation. Her professors were
active scholars who encouraged her to pursue a highly com-
petitive career path. Such a path ran counter to some of her
personal feelings which were more compatible with the
tmxiel Bob provided, After much soul searching she found
a path that met the various needs she had, but it might have
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been easier for her if her institution had not presented such
a rigid model in the first place.

Gary's story. Gary was well established in his career when
his second wife became pregnant. His children from his first
marriage lived with their mother except for some time in the
summer with him. He had not planned on becoming a Father
again, but in his mid-forties he was about to do so. It was a
first pregnancy for his wife, who was a professional but not
in academia. Late in the pregnancy his wife found out she w.ks
having twins. The twins were horn in the middle of the semes-
ter after a difficult birth.

Gary's university did not have an approved parental leave
but he asked for some time off anyway. The admin-

istration responded that he could not have any leave time
since the university did not have a policy. Gary says that he
"essentially went on strike." He canceled 13 hours of dames
before the administration finally arranged for paid colleague
c(wer.Te of his classes.

Gary found that his teaching evaluations suffered because
of his actions. When he told students what he was doing,
about one-third were openly hostile and about ()nt-third were
sympathetic. He also thought that his relationship with his
colleagues was affected negatively by his actions. Gary is con-
vinced that employers ought to be more responsive to the
work famOy conflicts of employees

Jack's story. Jack and his wife became parents when they
were in their late thirties. Shortly after the birth they disco
vered that the infant had serious health problems that
required several hospitalizations. Jack did not ask for leave,
but resigned some committee assignments. His university was
understanding of the situation but he reports that it was dif
ficult to manage his work responsibilities and the stress of
his chiles illness. Often he spent thc night at the hospital and
then came to work the next day exhausted.

lie and his wife, who also had a professional career, took
turns staying with the baby when he was li vitalized or tak-
ing care of him when he was home. Jack had not underswod
the need for parental leave until he found himself confronting
the difficulties of a seriously ill child and the demands of his
classes and research, He could postpone sonic research activ-
ities. hot manuscript deadlines and ( lasses still had to be met.
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While his colleagues generally were supportive, he thought
the university lacked a formal way to respond. This placed
more of a burden on his colleagues to fill in for him.

Steven's story. Steven and his wife decided to adopt children
in their midforties. As older parents, they were unable to
adopt an infant. After waiting two years, they finally adopted
two brothers, 6- and 8-years-old. The impact of two children
with already defined personalities and some emotional prob-
lems was tremendous. Steve and his wife, Anne, found that
all of their daily routines were disrupted. In addition, their
new sons needed a great deal of attention. If Steve or his wife
had to travel for business reasons, they found that the children
were afraid they were being left again.

Steve and Anne were both well-established in their careers
and were comfortable making decisions to cut back on work-
related activities. Steve did not write very much during those
first two years, nor did he participate much in committee work
and university service.

He is convinced that it would have been an almost impos-
sible challenge if he had been facing the stress of tenure and
promotion at the same time that he WAS solidi4ing the rela-
!ionships in his newly formed family. As it was, he experi
enced much personal stress in temporarily changing the direc-
tion of his energies. He found the pull between family and
career interests a constant tension.

Summary
All the faculty interviewed were concerned about doing well
in their career as well as being effective parents. As they des-
cribed the daily routines of their lives, it became clear that
a professorship is an absorbing career. They needed time at
home as well as large blocks of time to work on their writing
and research. Young children are endlessly demanding, and
their demands cannot easily he put off while one finishes one
more paragraph or grades one more paper.

The faculty also discovered the limits of their university's
commitment to families. Most women indicated that they
would have liked a longer leave after childbirth. They wanted
some way to temporarily reduce the stress in the chase for
tenure, but they did not want to be perceived as uncommitted
to their careers. The majority think that the university needs
to recognize that faculty have personal lives beyond their

Often be *ent
the night at
the hospital
and then canw
to work the
nentday
exhausted.
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careers and that this is important to the well.being of
professors.

Universities could he more supportive in reducing work/
family conflict by providing extended leave, preferably paid,
to Faculty in the first year of their children's lives or by allow-
ing reduced teaching loads or committee assignments. Col-
leagues can also be supportive by not expecting women or
men to make a choice between a family and a mecr.

Some men and women commented that within the uni-
versity structure it was difficult if one did not fit the mold.

What can be learned from the experiences of these men
and women? Family life has changed, but institutions have
not kept pace with the changes, and the resultant stress is tak
ing its toll on men and women acuity. The parents inter .
viewed were deeply committed to their career and their chil-
dren. They did noi believe that they should have to choose
one over the other; they felt they had a right to be both parent

and professional.
The university must find ways of accommodating the needs

of profess()r-parents.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

The climate on college and university campuses that has pre-
vented women from achieving their full potential must change
if higher education is to resolve issues of facuky diversity and
the impending shortage of qualified teachers. Formal policies
which consider the needs of diverse individuals, including
the feminine perspective in expectations for faculty, must be
broadly adopted and enforced.

listed below are some suggestions on policies to address
the most pressing needs of wor, ten on college campuses
today.

1. Address inequities in hiring, promotion, tenure,
and mhries of women faculty.

Women are disadvantaged in academe at entrance and
throughout their career. Universities must examine the hiring
process to ensure that women are hired into positions for
which they are qualified. Once hired, the university must find
ways to assure that women have access to mentors, have net-
works to support scholarship, and are paid equitably com-
pared to men. Proactive strategies are needed to address ineq.
uities which might occur as a result of student bias in teaching
evaluations or peer bias in research evaluation.

2. Adopt family-responsive hiring practices.

In hiring new faculty, institutions must recognize that many
Faculty have a life partner who also needs employment. Insti-
tutions can develop collaborative arrangements with other
local employers in order to locate suitable employment for
the facuky spouse/partner. Allowing spouses to share a con-
tract is another means of providing support for dual-career
couples.

3. Audit institutional fanAly responsiveness.

Since work/family conflict contributes to women's unequal
status, the next step in changing the campus climate is to con-
duct an institutional audit on family responsiveness. Official
policies as well as informal practices must be evaluated to
determine the degree of responsiveness to family issues.

Does the university have a specific policy on maternity
leave? Many institutions consider sick or disability leave as
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the umbrella for all leaves of absence. Maternity leave can
be planned well in advance; it does not happen suddenly as
might an illness or accident. Does the university routinely
expect faculty to participate in early morning, late afternoon,
or Saturday meetings which might be difficult for parents who
must make child care arrangements? Is there an expectation
that university activities will extend into the home, such as
dinners for students? All of these issues can make a faculty
career difficult for parents.

Each campus has a different culture, and administrators
need to find out from faculty what aspects of the culture are
having a negative impact on family life. In this monograph,
family life has been discussed in the context of children, but
a responsive university will recognize that not all families
include parents and children. Some families include the care
of a parent or other relatives, other families may be made up
of same sex adults, and other faculty may he single.

The university culture needs to be inclusive of the diversity
of family configurations just as it is inclusive of different cul-
tural, racial, and ethnic backgrounds. The New Agenda of
Wbmen for Higher Education (American Council on Edu-
cation 1989) calls for institutions to conduct a values inven-
tory which would clarify institutional assumptions and beliefs.
The clarification pn)cess might serve to affirm the humane-
ness of the institution or redirect its goals to become a more
humane place to) work and study.

Maternity policy
Maternity leave is mandated by federal law, but treating mater-
nity leave like any other disability leave is not sufficient for

a faculty member. It is difficult to time childbirth to coincide
with the academic calendar. If a baby is born in the middle
of the semester and the professor takes the six weeks of
maternity leave to which she is entitled, it places her students
at a disadvantage.

It would he better to offer the pregnant professor alternative
assignments to avoid disruption of her classes. She might
direct independent studies for one semester or teach an addi-
tional class the semester before the baby is born. Perhaps
there are nonteaching responsibilities, such as curriculum
developnwnt, which she might pertorm for a semester.



Fastay leave
Universities should explore the possibility of offering family
leave, preferably paid leave, for all employees. Most new par.
ents indicate that they need three months to adjust to having
a new baby in the home. Three months is also the age when
babies usually begin to sleep through the night, allowing the
parents to get more rest. Bor.4ing between parent and infant
is established in the first thke months and then the child is
better prepared for nonparental child care.

Maintenance of health insurance is important during family
leave, especially if leave is unpaid. Employees sometimes
need leave to care for setiou.sly ill children or other ill or
elderly family members. Some universities have adopted the
term "Family leave" in order to make their policies more inclu
sive. When leave is granted it is important to pay colleagues
who Mantle extra responsit !ities. Relying on goodwill or
voluntary assistance can cause resentment, which creates
stress and additional pressure for the new parent to return
to work quickly.

Options for caregivers
Some new parents cannot affiwd family leave if it is unpaid
or they prefer not to take a full leave. They might prefer to
continue working if accommodations to their new status are
made for a short period of time, Opticr... might include:

reduced teaching load for one or two semesters;

scheduling classes at times convenient for child care, usur
ally avoiding the early morning or late afternoon hours;

scheduling classes on only two or three days per week
rather than spread out over th: entire week;

eliminating committee assignments for a semester or var;

reducing the advising load for a semester;

provicHg mechanisms for the facul,ty member to work
at home pan of the link, which might include the loan
of university equipment to be used at home; and

providing a parking space close to the office or classroom
so the new mother can come and go more easily.
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Many of these adjustments are also appropriate when care
of a seriously ill child or elderly parent is required.

Stopping Use tenure clods
Casing ft* a new baby and trying to meet the research and
writing demands for tenure may he an impossible task for
some faculty. Stopping the tenure clock for a year after the
:,irth of a child can reduce the stress for the faculty member
and heln the institution retain an employee.

Other family concerns also may warrant stopping the tenure
clock, but which ones should be written into policy raises
difficult questions. Should divorce or serious illness or death
of a family member cause the tenure clock to he stopped?
Discussion among administrators and faculty otn result in
humane and fair policies which support the institution's
responsiveness to families.

Family leave and doildrearing issues
Administrators and faculty must he made aware of the legal
mandate for maternity leave and the rationale behind family
leave. Having a family leave policy on the books does no good
if the campus culture is such that employees do not feel com-
fortable taking advantage of the benefits to which they are
entitled. It is important that both men and women feel they
can take leave benefits without negative repercussions.

Corporations have found that parents who are worrying
about childrearing concerns are less productive on the job.
As a consequence, some corporations are offering parent edu-
cation classes or discussion groups during the work day. The
expertise of psychology, education, or child development fac-
ulty could be used to offer classes and discussion groups on
caregiving issues for university employees. In addition to the
educational benefits of offering such classes, they would also
serve a.s an indicator of the institution's concern for the well,
being of families.

Day care issues
Finding quality child care is always difficult, and sometimes
it is not available near the place of employment. Parents prefer
to have child care nearby so that they can respond quickly
if the child becomes ill or is hurt. Urge universities may have
enough employees with young children that they can offer
child care onsite.
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Smaller universities or institutions with limited facilities
may think about developing a satellite system for child care.
In such a system, the institution would identify family day care
providers near the university who would provide care. Uni-
versities can assist family day care providers in becoming
licensed by the appropriate state agency. Assistance migi
involve paying the licensing fees or providing help in filing
the papers.

The university could facilitate a network among providers
and offer inservice education on child care and early child-
hood curriculum. Parents could be referred to day care homes
affiliated with the university, but the university would not
need to assume responsibility for managing the homes. Insti-
tutions might also consider what services can be provided
to facilitate the Care of sick children or elderly parents.

Conclusion
All of the above recommendations could address immediate
problems faced by parents in the first few years of their child-
ren's lives. They do not address the fundamental issue of
accommodating a faculty career to childrearing, however. The
question remains whether faculty are expected to do so many
things that they have little time left for the personal aspects
of their lives. Is it reasonable to expect that faculty will be
excellent teachers, productive researchers and writers, and
active participants in university governance and the commu-
nity outside the university?

The professorate has been called an imperiled national
resource (Bowen and Schuster 1986). By not attending to
changing social structures and incorporatinq them into the
academic environment we have endangered the professorate.
The thrcat will only get worse as more men and women try
to balance the competing demands of a profession and a fam-
ily. Universities, as institutions which develop analytical skills
and new knowledge, must lead the way in establishing a work
environment which recopizes the wholeness of an individ-
ual. Our children's well-being depends on it both from
the perspective of parents who must nurture their own chit
dren and from the perspective of professors who must model
humaneness for the next generation.

nme to reexamine expectations
Perhaps it is time to reexaminr.! expectations of faculty and
how success is defined for proinotion and tenure. Perhaps
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we need to redefine the faculty role and limit it to either
teaching or research. Both men and women have assumed
more caregiving responsibilities as a result of the economic
need for two incomes in a family and women's desire to fully
participate in life outside the home. Recent criticisms of
higher education suggest that the pressure to publish has
decreased the amount of time faculty devote to teaching. Uni-
versities might consider identifying those faculty who wish
to engage primarily in teaching and those faculty who wish
to engage primarily in research and writing. Expectations for
promotion and tenure could relect the primary emphasis of
the profe&sor.

It is often argued that resm., (.`, is what keeps a professor
current in the teaching disciplit but this objective could
be accomplished in other ways. Departments might have
teaching faculty and research faculty. Research faculty could
share their findings with teaching faculty and teaching faculty
could share their reading and interpretation of literature and
the issues of concern in their classes with research faculty.

Institutions would need to carefully orchestrate such a
change so that teaching does not take a second place to
research. Teachers might also need higher compensation since
they may have less access to grants and outside consulting.
Such a step, if done well, might improve the sense of a com-
munity of scholars by providing faculty more time to discuss
the critical issues in their disciplines. It also would improve
both teaching and research since faculty would he primarily
engaged in what they do best and enjoy most. Most impor .
tantly. it could provide men and women faculty the time
needed for their caregiving activities.

Education as an advocate for SOCial change
some people argue that business, institutions, and govern-
ment would be more humane and nurturing if women were
in decision-making positions. It won't happen if women con-
tinue to feel that they must fit the male image of a successful
professional. Women are beginning to recognize this and are
pressuring ifltitilUtions to change. .4en are also recognizing
that there are other ways of "doing business" and that insti-
tutions must change to allow for the changes which are occur-
ring in family structures. Perhaps the question is not whetileT
institutions would be more humane if women were in control,
but rather if institutions were more responsive tc human
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Lssues, would we develop a generation of young people who
cun respond in caring ways?

The issue is too important to Vait until the critical mass
of underrepresented people force the change. In every sector
of American life we mug take the caring perspective. It is no
longer alarmist to suggest that our existence depends upon
it.

The educational community must continue to he in the
forefront of advocating for social change. We cannot leave
such a fundamental concern as resolving the conflict between
work and Family to work itself out over time. Children growing
up in homes where parents have insufficient time to nurture
them will become parents who have a limited perspective
on the meaning of nunurance. The educational commun.:y
must put its intellectual and creative resources behind finding
answers to this critical piohlern. If higher education can
resolve this conflict. it will become a model for other employ
ers in developing caring employment practices.

The prohlem is more significant than simply bringing more
women into the university. If we can solve the conflict
between work and family, everyone will benefit anti it is ikely
that more women will enter and stay in ac2deme. The well-
being of the university depends on its ability to recruit and
retain a talented professorate. Our national well being
depends on our ability to develop a happy. emotionally
healthy, and productive next generation.
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